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LETTERS to the EDITOR
pect similar behavior of us. Mind
you, no one in the BSU-BC has
a
a
minorstated or implied that this would
have
been
member
of
I
ity group for several years (more be the case, but the "majority"
than I care to mention) and I is a pretty nervous group.
Another reaction that is fairly
can say without fear of contradica
is the "What Problem"
24fulltime,
that
it
is
common
tion,
-hour-a-day job. But you learn a lot. reaction. This is usually accomYou learn a lot about the majority panied by a look of naive bewilderanyway. In the area of minorityment with the eyes rolling inward,
majority relations the majority is outward or both ways at once. The
a very predictable entity. You hands are upturned and shaking
begin to notice things like the and speech is pretty incoherent
"raised-hackles phenomenon". In after that. In the December 2
medical terminology for you doctor editorial of Synapse the editor,
Mr. Bomar asks, "Is there really
types this is known as the "uptight, who-the-hell-do-you-thinkany problem?" "NoI" he answers.
you-are syndromel" Itoccurswith He then goes on to say, "It seems
to me that what faces minority
great regularity everytime members of a particular minority group persons is a state of affairs or a
assert themselves especially if for dilemma, for which there is no
a long time they have not been in 'answer' per se." What he is saythe habit of doing this on anything ing, for those of you who do not
but an individual, sporadic basis. understand (and there must be mulThe minute a sizeable group of titudes), is that there is no probminorities get together and make lem, there is just this state of
"demands" and insist on an answer affairs that constitutes a problem.
with a reasonable period of time What we want is not a> solution,
(like say 150 years) you find a but a "desirable course of action".
significant portion of the majority He does not say for whom. There
is an interesting sidelight to the
coughing and sputtering with suppressed rage. You immediately above quote. The writer speaks of
hear cries of Threat I Coercion I the state of affairs which minorfrom the "virtuous" majority. The ity persons face. The U.C. Medimmediate assumption being that ical Center does not face it, the
the BSU-BC will roll U.C. Med- nation does not face it and, Heaven
ical Center down the hill, blow it Forbidl he certainly does not face
up, burn it down or engage in some it. It is "our" problem and he, as
other form of ungentlemanly-like a representative of the "virtuous"
behavior. The fact that the ma- majority, is going to exercise his
jority has engaged in this type usual magnanimity and help us out
of behavior many times in the past of this awful mess we have gotten
ourselves into.
may explain why they so often ex-

fo Question the Demands?

The Editorial Staff of the SYNAPSE welcomes all comments and
of not only that which appears in this newspaper, but also
'• discussion
any topic of interest to the Medical Center community. The ex■'of
change of ideas and"viewpoints is vital to the existence of a balanced,
and stimulacing newspaper.
representative,
•■
Please address any "Letters to the Editor" to the SYNAPSE,
; Central Desk, first floor of Millberry Union.

!

;

|

;
;
;
;

One of the most fascinating reactions is the time-tested, highly
effective device of hair-splitting or
nit-picking. This device requires
great skill and a high degree of
cynicism. Mr. Bomar shows every
indication of becoming one of the

world's really

great nit-pickers.

no circumstances will he
allow himself to be put on record

Under

as saying that minorities have the
"right" to become members of the
health professions. They mayhave
this right, and I affirm that we do,
but you'll never get Mr. Bomar to
say it. Oh nol It is "desirable"
for minorities to enter the health
professions. I quote from Mr.
Bomar again. He says, "If we do
good and virtuous things, rights
fade into the background." All I
can say is that when the majority
starts acting like good and virtuous people, I'll stop yelling about ditional standards", whatever they
my right. I'll even fade into the may be. Standards are useful,
necessary guideposts in determinbackground.
Mr. Bomar brings up the issue of ing the potential of an applicant
obligation to the Black people of to the school. However, when a set
this country. I would like to say of standards is not sufficient to reat this juncture that the minority flect the potential of a large segment of the population, then they
demands included Mexican
a
Americans and American Indians. must be enlarged. Once student
halls
reaches
these
hallowed
something
owes
them
too.
Someone
In any case, I quote again. "I he will have to maintain the very
seriously doubt that any viable high standards set at U.C. in order
moral system can be both collec- to graduate. NOWHERE do we
demand the abandonment of these
tive and cumulative." I'm not sure
standards. Indeed, their abandonmeans,
that
(my
know
what
that I
ment
would work to our detriment.
substandard education no doubt)
The
assertion that the demands
shall
to
answer
attempt
but I
anyway. I SAY THAT YOU ARE are "a sort of punishment visited
the Medical Center for shortWRONG ON BOTH COUNTS. You upon
comings of preceding education."
have wronged me with your condescending, patronizing editorial is sheer and complete nonsense.
and you ARE responsible for your To the question, "Is the implefather's sins for the simple rea- mentation of these Demands going
Somehow
son that you condone them by your to save the world?"
silence. Guilt for what has been I cannot bring myself to answer
done before by your ancestors is that one.
Alice Lytle
not only NOTpointless, it is necesCaucus
Black
Students'
Black
raises
level
of
sary if it
your
Union
awareness and impels you to do

.

-

-
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evils you see around you every
day. You are a dental student so
I must assume that you are at
least twenty years old. That means
that for 20 years you have lived
in a society that has brutalized,
terrorized, disenfranchised and in
general made life miserable for
a large proportion of its population.
In 20
hundreds of
Blacks have died or suffered unduly as a dirct result of theracist
attitudes of this nation and you
have not cried out in rage. In 20
years an entire generation of
Blacks have been graduated or
have dropped out of our nation's
schools as functional illiterates
and I would venture to say that
you have not voiced your concern
or even made a gesture of mild
disgust. The truth is that the
majority has, on the whole, benefited from the exploitation of the
Black. You're not off the hook because you were not here when the
first slave ship came Mr. Bomar.
You are not guiltless because you
never participated in a lynching.
There are all kinds of ways to
lynch a man and sometimes to
hang him from a tree would be
the merciful way to do it. Mr.
Bomar lays the blame for the lack
of minority students directly at

ophy given last quarter. To formulate
a goal in this case, more and better
health care for minority persons-is
quite easy. This is an ethical end which
is quite easy to arrive at. Achieving
this goal is just not that simple, however: a factor of judgment enters in.
Determining the quickest and best
course of action for attaining a goal
requires "appropriateness of judgment." Hut otherwise courses of action
are not in the realm of positive, veri-

fiablefacts.
(3) If my critic willre-read my article,
specifically the Answer to Question

V<j. J, it should he evident I did not
state that minority people have no
"right" to become members of the

health professions. I said, "Let its
argue about what is GOOD." Moreover, "It would be a good thing if more
'minority' health professionals were
available to serve their communities."
/ haven't the time or inclination to
digress on the subject of the difference
between what is good and what one
has the "right" to do. I will give an
example from which you may draw
your own inferences: I would suppose
that one has the "right" to booze it up
every night of the week: I do not suppose that this would lie a good thing.
Which is more important, what is good
or what one has the "right" to do?
<4) To say that a moral system is
collective is to say that everyone is
guilty for the sins of everyone else: to
say that a moral system is cumulative
is to say that the sins ofOne generation
can he quantitated, as in the manner of
a debt, and passed on to that generation's children to be repaid. I stated
that, as an individual. I do not subscribe to this idea. My critic apparently
does, for she proceeds to render a
judgment of me, a judgment charac-

terized more by self righteous

ringer

than by circumspect discussion of
whether or not moral systems ar cumulative and collective.
(ietting back to the idea of formulating ethical goals for a moment, I wrote
that it is "wrong to allow our fellow
human beings to suffer from the burden
of past history," a not unrealistic goal.
Of course, this is not the only goal that
I would consider important. If I do not
spend my time crying "out in rage",
it is because I have some idea of how
useful that course of action is likely
A Reply
to he.
I luipe that in the following my powtsl With regard to the "education
ers of elucidation are the equal of my a minority child receives in this nation
critic's powers of confusion.
from kindergarten upward", I wrote
11) Nowhere in my article did I say "Schools
are going to have to be upthat the "majority" has a monopoly on, graded all along the line." This is
or even hegemony over, "virtue." The hardly blaming solely the undergradquestion that I attempted to answer uate schools for the lack of minority
was "In what spirit shall we seek a students here.
course of action or inaction." My
16) And what of admissions standreply to this question was: "We must ards? I'oint one: the only traditional
not carry out a policy under threat, or standard,
if I may take the School of
force, or coercion. Instead, it is necesDentistry as an example, is that a
sary that we do the right thing, the person be one of the top seventy-five
thing that in our judgment as virtuous applicants, in terms
of specified critepeople is fairest to all concerned." I ria. Point two: If we "enlarge" these
did not make the accusation, nor do standards, thereby ending up with
I make the assumption, that "the BSU- something new, are you trying to say
BC will roll U.C. Medical Center down that "traditional" standards have not
the hill .". The point that I tried to been abandoned?
make is that we do the "right thing",
In the last paper I said "We have
the thing that is "fairest to all been made aware
of some of the inconcerned".
adequacies of the present system of
(2) I am not going to waste my time judging applicants." Certainly, the
quibbling about whether that which "traditional" standards are beset with
faces minority people is a "problem" shortcomings. As Dr. Ratcliff said:
or a "dilemma." In my article I sug"We can measure an applicant's
gested the term "dilemma" because manual dexterity, but how do we meas"problem" connotes the idea of ure an applicant's integrity?" The
plugging variables into a formula and determination new admissions standof
arriving at a solution. I am afraid that ards is necessary and important. With
the dilemmaslproblems faced by mi- this idea I agree.
nority people are not that simple.
My critic says, "Once a student
To carry this idea one step further. reaches these hallowed halls he will
I stated in my article that "We are have to maintain the very high standlimited toexercising the best judgment ards set at U.C. in order to graduate.
of which we are capable." This point Nowhere do we demand the abandon
constituted an important theme of Dr.
(To page 3)
Leake's series of Lectures on Philos-

...

something to correct the moral

Editor: David E. Bomar, Dentistry
Advertising Manager: Floyd Pickett, Dentistry

the door of the under-graduate
schools because they did not prepare the minority student to meet
"our standards". Ignoring theblatant arrogance of the words "our
standards", I would ask Mr. Bomar to make just a cursory examination of the education a minority child receives in this nation
from kindergarten upward. Mr.
Bomar says, "We cannot justify
inaction, because someone else
is guilty. ." Who is that someone
else? I don't know, but you can rest
assured it is not Mr. Bomar.
He's the good guy. I beg your
pardon, the "virtuous" guy.
I strongly suggest that Mr. Bomar reread the list of demands
originally submitted by the BSUBC. Nowhere do we suggest, demand, recommend or request that
the U.C. campus abandon "tra-

.
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Financial Aid Applications
Applications for student finan-

Complete applications wilrreceive

more timely consideration. "We
shall attempt to give each student
careful consideration and evaluation to meet his financial need;
however, due to the overwhelming
workload and details of each application, we seek the cooperation
and assistance of all students to
aid us in completing their applications to the best of their ability," stated Edison Uno, Financial
Aid Officer for the campus.
Information on financial aid may
be obtained by calling extension
1523 or by visiting the office at
U-62. Specific questions concerning scholarships should be directApplicants are requested to ed to Mrs. Judy Avey, scholarship coordinator and information
complete their 1969-70 applications by answering all questions. about loans directed to Mr. Mark
This year, due to lack of adequate Hackman, loan coordinator.
The Financial Aid Office will
staffing in the Financial Aid Office, individual personal inter- continue to be closed on Thursdays, except for emergency reviews will be limited to exceptional and unusual cases only. quests.

cial aid for the academic year
1960-70 are now available in the
Financial Aid Office located in
U-62. All Medical Center students
who desire to apply for scholarships, grants. Work-Study, E.O. P.,
loans, or any type of financial aid
eligibility are urged to pick up an
application form immediately. The
deadline for returning forms is
February 1, 1969. Eligibility for
various types of financial aid is
based on the individual financial
need of each student. All applications received after the deadline
will be given a second priority.

~

1969 SYNAPSE Publication Schedule
Please submit all copy material in double-spaced, type-written

form to:
Synapse

Dave Bomar, Editor
Central Desk, Millberry Union
Phone: Ext. 2019
Copy Deadline

Tuesday, February 11, 1969
Wednesday, March 19, 1969
Wednesday, April 16, 1969
Wednesday, May 14, 1969

Letters
men!

February 24, 1969

March 31, 1969
April 28, 1969
May 26, 1969

(con't.)
in hepatic
function of conjugation and excretion of placental steriods. She
has' shown that by improving maternal nutrition as late as the 36th
week of gestation, it is possible to
raise the birthweights of infants
significantly. This basic point of
view is also presented in my
book and subsequent publications:
adequate nutrition which includes
all the essential nutrients and
adequate calories is the most important factor in determining the
as
birthweight of the infant
well as maintaining the health of
both mother and fetus.
Dr. Iyenger used "controls" in
this study. Of 120prenatalpatients
in the lowest socioeconomic class,
she took 20 into the hospital and
fed them a decent diet ~ raising
their protein intakes from an estimated 40 grams per day to a
known 80 grams per day. She
also gave them supplemental vitamins and minerals. This diet furnished 2300 calories in comparison to the estimated 1400 to 1800
calories they were getting in the
first 36 weeks ofpregnancy. There
were 100 poor women left on the
40 gram protein, low calorie diets
provided by their historical circumstances. She had also another

ofthese standards." And nowhere of maternal nutrition

in my article did I stale that the position of the BSUIBC, with regard to
graduation standards, is any different
than this.
/ hope that the above has helped to
clarify the ideas I advanced in the last
SYNAPSE. If you were to read Alice
Lytle's Letter by itself, yon most likely
would have deduced that I had emphatically come out against the Demands, which is not the case. I attempted rational dialogue and received
a letter, the distinctive attribute of
which is sarcasm. I suggest that you
judge the tone of our respective articles
and then decide which of us is afflicted
with the "raisedhackles phenomenon."
-Ed.

Dear Dr. Ley:

—

copy of letter to Herbert Ley,
M.D., Commissioner of Food &
Drugs, Food & Drug Administration, Dept. Health, Education &
Welfare, Washington, D.C.:
December 1, 1968

Mr. Ley,
I want to call your attention to
a report in the November 15, 1968
issue of the American Journal of
Obstetrics & Gynecology, vol. 102,
pp. 834-838: "Urinary estrogen
excretion in undernourished pregnant Indian women: Effect of dietary supplement on urinary estrogen and birth weights of infants,"
by Leela Iyenger, M.D., Nutrition
Research Laboratories, Indian
Council of Medical Research.
Dr. Iyengar has produced clear
evidence in support of the basic
thesis I presented in my book
(Metabolic Toxemia of Late Pregnancy: A Disease of Malnutrition,
Springfield, Illinois, Chas.C.Thomas, Publisher, 1966) of the role
Dear

Date of Issue

Monday,
Monday,
Monday,
Monday,

—
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PLANNED
Community health will be the
broad topic of an interdisciplinary forum scheduled for February 21-22 at the U.C. Medical Friday,
Jan. 24, 1969: "Darling" with Laurence Harvey and Julie J
Center. Proposed areas of dis- \
Christy. A biting satire of life and love among
cussion include lay analysis of
today's international "jet-set."
community health problems and
and
\
J
what the community needs; finan"Dream of Wild Horses" an artistic study \
and
resources
manpower
cial
in form and color
available; and a consideration of Friday,
of the Damned" starring George
"Village
1969:
31,
Jan.
what makes a competent health
The peacefulness of an English J
Sanders.
\
professional.
village is broken when children turn into *
While the initial planning has
intelligent giants by the time they are nine,
come largely from medical stucapable of forcing their evil will on adults.
a
dents, involvement by dental, nursa Robert Nelson*
Dem Watermelons"
"O*
ing, and pharmacy students is J

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

sought. A Fleming House meeting
•Friday, Feb. 7,
was held January 14 to help plan
and organize the forum, and additional students willing to work
on the forum should contact Chuck
Payton, medical student, or Nancy

•
••

Kull, Office of the Dean of Students, Room 66-U.
Along with helping with the Community Health Forum, Fleming
House plans future meetings on
such activities as minority recruitment, summer projects, companionship program, and many
others. For details and meeting
dates, watch the bulletin boards or
contact Miss Kull.

fants weighed about the same as
those of the army wives. She
also observed a higher excretion
of urinary estrogens in the army
wives, as well as in the supplemented poor women at term, when
compared with the poor women
in the "control group."
For over 5-1/2 years I have
been "supplementing" the prenatal diets of every single patient I possibly can here in the
Richmond Health Center prenatal
clinics by a program of aggressive nutrition education. There
are so many studies now in, the

world's

literature establishing the

fact that maternal nutrition is of
critical importance in maternal,
fetal and infant health, that I refuse to do any more "control
studies." Each human child is

•
•

-

•

•
•

•
•

-

1969:

surrealistic satire.
Special selection from San Francisco film

makers including:
"Off-On", "Plastic Bag", "Chinese Fire
Drill", "Hot Leatherette", and "Nyala".

•J
J

•J

Grad. Student Meeting

SYNAPSE Staff Meeting

The Winter Quarter meeting of
the Graduate Students Association
will be held on Monday, January
20 at NOON in Room 300 HSW.
Topics for discussion will include
recruitment of graduate students
and improved communications
with potential employers of graduating students.

There will be a meeting of the
SYNAPSE staffon Thursday, January 23 at 5:15 p.m. The meeting
will take place insthe SYNAPSE
office, Parking Level A, Millberry Union Garage.
All staff members, plus members of the Medical Center Community who have praise or criticism regarding SYNAPSE, are
urged to attend.

FOOTNOTES
In the SYNAPSE of December 2,
1968, was an article about Dr. Singh
Wallia, the new Millherry Union Program Director, which stated that Dr.
Wallia is a native of, Lahorr-r-lndia.
In the meanwhile I received a phone
call from a member of the campus
community who informed me that for
the last twenty years Lahore has been
in Pakistan, rather than in India. I
would like to point out that the set 'nd
statement in no li'fly contradicts the
first. Dr. Wallia's biographical sketch,
as it appeared in the last issue, is factually correct: he was born in Lahore,
India. That Lahore is now in Pakistan
is of doubtful relevant c to the article,
as it was published.

important according to my Ameri-

though I decided that it would he unethical to publish a letter which was
received unsigned. It would seem that
for any person's opinion to be taken
seriously, he should, as a minimum
guarantee of his forthrightness. be
willing to have his name associated
with his opinion.
This is not to say that I would refuse
to publish any letter unless the name
were published along with it. If a person
were to write me a signed letter and
were to request that his name not be
primed and could iustify his request
for not publishing his name. I would
honor that request. If the latter two
conditions could not be met, then the
letter would either have to be published
willi the person's name or the letter
would not be published.
And to complete the paradigm of
editorial policy regarding Letters to
the Editor, signed letters, which are
in my hands by the deadline date, are

Things seem to be improving in the
can philosophy; each human mother
Letters
to the Editor Department. In
every
therefore
is important
the course the last month I received
pregnant woman and,her fetus must three letters.of
have adequate nutrition. It is time
Unfortunately, one of the letters I
to stop the exploitation of mareceived was signed "Anonymous". published.
ternal and fetal health by the U.S. After giving the matter some serious
private drug industry. Low salt,
low calorie diets and saluretic
diuretics are not the answers to
the reproductive problems of our
poor.

—

- Ed.

I urge you to examine critically

the whole question of human maternal nutritionI
Sincerely yours,
Tom Brewer, M.D.
NOTE:
Dear friend,
You have in the past shown ingroup of "controls:" 96 prenatal terest in the questions and probpatients who were wives of army lems of human maternal-fetal nuofficers and attending the antena- trition. To correct the wrongs done
tal clinic of an Air Force Hospi- to our poor and ignorant in this
tal. This latter group of women area will require a great effort. If
were getting an estimated 90 to you agree with my basic philoso100 grams of protein with a cal- phy, please write to Dr. Ley, to
oric intake of about 2500.
your local, state and national pubShe observed increased birth- lic health officials, and to your
weights in the poor women given Congressmen. PEOPLE ARE
in fact, their inbetter diets
MORE IMPORTANT THAN PIGSI

—
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Research Funds 1969
by

John Fitzloff

The large cut in federal spending instituted by the last congress
is already being felt by the University research community. As

the New Year gets started, therefore, it may be of interest to look
into the background and the future
of government research support.
Before World War II the support
of research by the government was

practically nil. However, during
the war the contributions of the
research community had become a
major element in the execution
of the war. Following the war the
funding for scientific research
continued to grow, becoming a significant part of the federal budget.

At present this funding is leveling off with actual decreases in
some specific areas. One of the

hardest hit is funds which support
graduate education. For example
NASA cut its graduate student
grants from 300 to 50; the Defense Department cut its aid to
colleges by $30 million; National
Science Foundation budget was cut
by 20% and NIH funds are down
approximately 25%. Funds for
post-doctoral fellowships have
also been severely cut.
What are the reasons for these
reductions? The first thing that
comes to mind is the cost of the
war in Viet Nam. While it is im
portant there is, in fact, another
more basic problem. This basic
problem lies within research it-

self, i.e. ill-defined priorities,
irrelevance to the country's most
pressing problems and overdependance on government support. Science must strengthen its
position by demonstrating its rel-

evance to the public and the Con- constant flow of new scientists
gress. For much of basic research from the educational institutions.
this demonstration of relevance is It has been estimated, in a recent
admittedly a very difficult task. report by the New York Academy
Probably the best demonstration of Science Ad Hoc Committee on
is by using basic research of the Research Funding, that the number
past and showing its application of active scientists will decline
today. To quote Nobel laureate by 28,000 this year and by 116,000
Dr. Albert Szent-Gyorgyi "...' over the next four years if the
practically all inventions on which current reductions stand. They
modern life, industry and defense recommend maintaining at least
are based were at one time dis- a 15% growth rate of funds for new
scientists.
coveries which had, for a conapplications
at
The chance's that last year's
period,
no
siderable
all and seemed useless. So, all cuts will be reversed by the new
including our life, we administration are slim. Preswe have
owe to basic discoveries of the ident Nixon has made no real posiAnd all this at minimal tive statements about increasing
past
since
research consumes federal funds, but his criticism
expense,
only a small part of our budget." of the Johnson administration and
Scientists must in the face of his past record indicate some increase would be desired by his adchanging patterns of support rescientific
goals.
The
ministration. His appointment ol
define their
complex of industry, education and Dr. Dußridge as science advisor
government needs re-evaluation has received a favorable response
during this rapid transitionperiod. from many in the scientific comIndustry should play a greater munity. And certainly President
role than ever before. Among plans Nixon who has known Dr. Dußridge
for some time will listen more
to accomplish this is the "Corobject
The
to him than Presideni
favorably
Program."
poration 1%
of this program is to induce U,S, Johnson ever did to Dr. Hornig,
business to contribute at least
The problem in reality is noi
income to coltheir
so
much in the new executive adpretax
of
1%
leges and universities. It originated in the Cleveland area where
contributions went from $1.7 million in 1962 to $5.1 million in
1967. Present nationwidecontributions are $300 million; if the one
per cent were in effect it would be
$830 million annually. An additional advantage of industrial
contributions is they are more
directly used. It is estimated that
only $1.00 of every $3.00 is actually used of funds from federal
sources. Industry depends on the

...
...

ministration but in the fact that
those members of Congress most
responsible for last year's cuts
are all returning to the "New"
Congress. The new administration
would have to offer cuts in other
areas in order to have any hope
of returning some research funds.
This would probably only be a
temporary measure so science
'must plan a stronger base for their
funding requests. Fortunately this
campus should have less trouble
in justification for funding due
to the connection directly or Indicrectly to HealthSciences. Other
research institutions may have a
more tenuous thread between their
research and practical applications.
In addition to showing congressmen strong justification for research funds, another area for
their support is one of geography.
That is to say congressmen would
be for funds going to their own
district. At present the majority
of funds go to a few states such
as California, New York, and more
recently Texas. Of course a wide
dispersion of funds would only
weaken many scientific efforts that
are successful due to large co-

time
A synopsis of thoughts drawn from important writings of our

-Jim Knoben

0.12%.

In any case, what ever theunderlying reasons are, the research
funding for the coming year is on
a downward path. The health
sciences community, being closely
allied with many phases of research, is feeling the pinch now.
Will it take until the public and
industry feel the results in two to
three years before the situation
is remedied?

PUNT!

American farmers are generally
successful, because, by definition,
they are men outstanding in their
fields.

—

Anonymous
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In the beginning, the universe was created, and upon a lesser planet
From his
in the Milky Way there evolved a creature called man.
beginning one million years ago. the achievements of man reached
each genphenomenal growth by this, the twentieth century A.D. Yet
and
eration throughout history confronted the same pragmatic
is
extrageneration
its
Our
ancestors.
theoretical questions of
a techordinary, for it faces a deficit of sociological thinking in
ability
the
men
have
nological age. In such an environment, where
scrutinized.
are
even
traditional
values
death,
and
to regulate life'
Profoundly affected has been the concept of God and thus morality
and law. The implications are momentous: Under what circumstances
human
may populations be selectively controlled in defense of the
Fully
two
thirds
yet
and
those
unborn?
rights of those presently living
rights today.
those
human
are
without
population
the
world's
of
is
Education and involvement in all fields of human endeavor
forms;
many
takes
Learning
a
complete
person.
to
being
requisite
with the passage of time, knowledge increases, moral attitudes
as enlightened
alter, and social laws adapt to that change. Man is not
as one might presume, however. For centuries, each generation
disease, injustice,
in every country has dealt with the problems of
because of his
"equal,"
were
born
and
Men
never
and
war.
poverty
have an
strong
competitive spirit, the physically and psychically
may impeople
one
people,
move
a
and
may
One
idea
advantage.
pose that idea upon others, with the vain loss of human life.
ability to think with
The quality of human life depends upon man's
context
of social being.
the
in
of
an
individual
imagination
the
to the realities
inadequate
are
Platitudes and euphemisms of the past
secondreceive
are
men
written,
as
words
Even
these
of the present.
Surely
them.
as
others
kill
class rights, starve as others feast, die
share this
that
we
knowledge
the
the common bond of humanity,
misplaced
same short moment of life, should make men aware of their
Men
cannot
change.
and
renewal
values. Our world is in constant
all,
After
world
events.
by
unmoved
to
and
injustice
remain apathetic
to
this
generation.
been
entrusted
the fate of the human race has
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A Synopsis Of Thoughts

operative programs. But, at least
a somewhat wider distribution
could earn support for more funds
and would be helpful to the country in the long run. It might be
added that research ' 'poor" states
could work harder at providing
funds for their state universities.
In the most recent figures available (1965), states contributed only
0.2% of research and development
funds and if federal funds to states
are subtracted from this the per-
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Cancer Survey

Whither the University?

The Idea of a University Revisited
By Dave Bomar
Although the debate about which
1 am going to speak is not likely
to make page one of the dailies,
it poses a dilemma which we are
going to have to resolve. I am referring, of course, to the future
trend (s) of the American university, in general, and of the University of California, in particular.

Last October the debate temporarily surfaced as Clark Kerr
and Jacques Barzun had at it re-

garding the purpose of institutions
of higher learning. If this debate
is not concluded with a positive
answer within the time of a few
years, some American universities are going to become unglued
as, indeed, some already have.
First, let me present both sides
of this "Great Debate." The traditional view of the university's
function is championed by men like
Jacques Barzun (cf. TEACHER
IN AMERICA) and J.E. Pournelle.
According to Pournelle, "Plato
tells us that education is the habituation of the young to the rule of

..

industrial state. The university is
to be the "Handmaiden of Industrialism." This position pervades
INDUSTRIALISM AND INDUS
TRIAL MAN, written by Kerr in
collaboration with three others.
In that book we learn that, "Industrialization requires an educational system functionally related
to the skills and professions imperative to its technology. Such an
educational system is not primarily concerned with conserving traditional values or perpetuating the
classics; it does not adopt a static
view of society, and it does not
place great emphasis on training
in the traditional law. The higher
educational system of the industrial society stresses natural
sciences, engineering, medicine,

-

managerial training-whether public or private
and administrative law. It must steadily adapt to
new disciplines and fields of specialization. There is a relatively
smaller place for the humanities
and arts, while the social sciences
are strongly related to the training of managerial groups and technicians for the enterprise and

—

Until, recently,
right reason.
the government."
there were two views of higher
In THE USES OF THE UNIVEReducation; two schools of thought,
SITY Kerr amplifies this view:
these
imparting
for
or methods,
"The basic reality, for the university, is the widespread recogIdea of a University?
nition that new knowledge is the
Sirs:
most important factor in economic
It is true, as you reported in SCOREand social growth. We are justnow
CARD (May '6), that Michigan State perceiving that the university's
University no longer offers courses invisible, product, knowledge, may
for a degree in mobile-home building. be the most powerful single eleIt does, however, offer courses in weed
ment in our culture, affecting the
control, advanced football, meat gradrise
and fall of professional and
squareing, advanced jewelry and
even of social classes, of regions
dance calling.
DONALD R. GARLIT and even of nations," Moreover,
"The university has become a
East Lansing, Mich.
instrument of national purprime
Sports Illustrated.

—

from

pose..."

correct habits. On the one hand,

education was conceived as the
process by which the GreatTradition was passed on; by which the
survival of the values of the comOn the
munity was insured.
other hand, education was seen as
the development of individual independence, self-reliance, an ability to discover the truth; students
were taught to be critical of the social order, to denounce abuses,
even incurable abuses."
Such a view of university education is decidedly non-activist,
for the purpose of such an education is to produce men of "wisdom and virtue" (as we learn in
the LAWS, men who have studied
difficult problems of ethics and
right conduct (what is Truth? Beauty? Justice?), men who can make
appropriate judgments in difficult situations. The university's
function is the pursuit of truth
for its own sake, writes Russell
Kirk. Colleges or universities of
this sort are mostly of the liberal
arts variety: St. John's comes
immediately to mind.
The unreservedly modern point
of view is propounded by Clark
Kerr, and the prototype institution
is our own University of California. The function of the university, in Kerr's view, is to
train the managers who are to run
and manage the emerging total

..

He goes on to say that the purpose of the knowledge industry is
"to serve as the focal point for
national growth. And the university
is at the center of the knowledge
process." You may complete the
syllogism, yourself.
Getting back to the personalities involved in the Great Debate
Barzun says, "I have nothing
against the university studying social problems or commenting on
what is going on out of its fund
of knowledge. But the university
is getting to resemble the Red
Cross more than a university, with
direct help to whoever is suffering
now." In Kerr's view "It is a
question whether the universities
should serve the people in the urban ghettoes or the military-industrial complex, whether they want to
serve criticism and dissent or the

status quo."

—

you have, in essence, two
So
fundamental alternatives: a university dedicated to ' 'wisdom and
virtue" or a university dedicated
to producing the savior-faire to
conduct the business of the industrial state.
AND RIGHT NOW
At the present time the university is, in the words of Professor
Albert Hobbs of Pennsylvania, "A
bundle of paradoxes, embedded in
tradition, and held together mostly
by cliches." You will notice that a

The National Cancer Institute represent a total population of 25
is preparing a nationwide survey million people.
in an effort to pinpoint factors that
Discussing the goals of the canmay relate directly to the incer survey, Dr. Bailar commented
"central purpose" is not included cidence of cancer. Environment, on the need to determine which
in this observation. If you were racial distribution, economic kinds of cancer have the greatest
asked to describe the purpose of, level, occupation, education, impact upon the individual, his
say, the University of California, family structure, and many other family, and the community. Such
what would you reply? To its elements will be considered in information will be a valuable guide
credit the Medical Center has a the survey by workers now being in determining the needs of rerather obvious central purpose. trained at the University of Cal- search; planning treatment and
Other campuses are not so for- ifornia San Francisco Medical care facilities; and distributing
tunate. As Kerr says, "The uniinformation about cancer to the
Center.
versity is so many things to so
Dr. John C. Bailar of the Na- public.
many different people that it must, tional Cancer Institute and Dr.
"The last cancer survey was
of necessity, be partially at war Calvin Zippin, head of U.C.s Gentwenty years ago," noted
made
with itself."
eral Tumor Registry in the Cancer
"and many factors
Bailar,
Dr.
it
be
that
argued
may
Now
Research Institute, are preparing need to be evaluated in relation
this lack of a central purpose is, trainees who will be assigned to
current conditions and trends.
in actuality, a sign of good health, eleven regions in the United States. to
During the past two decades there
of creative difference. In reality, The Tumor Registry on the San
has been a change in the incidence
this is not the case, for there is a Francisco campus is the only faof different kinds of cancer;
rate
underlying
this
lack
that
deeper tragedy
cility of its kind in the country
example
lung cancer and leufor
of central purpose. If I may quote has a training program for the
have increased while
kemia
Kerr, again, "Two great impacts, statistical study of tumor patients,
has decreased
beyond all other forces, have Basic purpose of a registry is to stomach cancer
Treatment is more
markedly.
molded the modern American uni- compile information on patients
varied.
versity system and made it dis- who have or have had a diagnosed

—

tinctive. Both impacts have come
from sources outside the university. Both have come primarily
from the federal government. Both
have come in response to national
needs.
"The first was the land grant
movement

.. .

"The second great impact onthe
universities began with federal
support of scientific research dur." This goes
ing World War II
far to explain the inability of the

..

university community to willfully
define its goals and purposes.
The ultimate tragedy, however,
is this: The university, according
to Kerr, "has its reality rooted
in the logic of history. It is an
imperative rather than a reasoned
choice among elegant alternatives." Therefore, not only do we
"not at this moment have a stated

purpose, but the ever turbulent
forces of history render us incapable of formulating and pursuing goals. The university of the
future is to be the total creature
of the industrial state, a servant
with neither independent will nor
independent raison d'etre.
AND SO
On a fundamental level this is
what the argument is all about.
Moreover, the shape of man's university says something about the
nature of man, hiwwelf. On the
one hand we have Barzun saying
that the university should be the
place where man attempts to employ, his reason; and on the other
hand we bave the immanetist dialectic of Kerr which indicates
that man's end is to foster industrial growth.
I invite you, the reader, to ponder the alternatives. Are you a
reasoning ethical integer or a gear
in the social machine? Can you
formulate and pursue educational
goals or must you accept the imperatives of post-industrial civilization? Do you have the ability
to make a rational choice or are
you historically predestined? I
would Imagine that sooner or later, one of the alternatives is
going to gain widespread acceptance. The one which predominates will, I suspect, be reflected not only in the university of the
future but also in the powersto-be.

malignant tumor.
"One of the largest regions to

HELP!

be studied," said Dr. Bailar who
is directing the survey, "is the

San Francisco Bay Area. Beginning
$35 per
in January, 1969, more than 100 Earn between $20
hospitals and 7000 physicians in week, working part time on
the counties of Alameda, Contra your campus. Become a camCosta, Marin, San Mateo and San pus representative for VISA,
Francisco will be asked to coopan International Student Marerate in assembling information.
keting Corporation. No selling
All data collected will also be involved.
available to qualified agencies
within each region."
Contact
The other regions in the survey
VISA
Sales Center
areas
area are the metropolitan
of Atlanta, Birmingham, Dallas1434 Westwood Boulevard
Fort Worth, Detroit, MinneapolisLos Angeles, California
St. Paul, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh;
90024
the states of Colorado and Iowa;
and Puerto Rico. These regions
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What's Good About the Dental School?
This last week during the open

most of the other

schools due

to

at
forum on minority recruitment our own special problems, but
can
the
Dental
School
present
the
Dental
School
in the gym,
again kind of took it in the neck hardly be criticized in any way
from a few individuals who never for where it now stands vis a vis
really learned to get over being minority recruitment. I was apafraid of their dentist. The pro- preciative and impressed with the
fession to them was again insidi- fairness of the answering stateously evoking a painful response ment of the Black Caucus speaker
from those who stereotype all to Dean Pavone's remarks when
had
dentists as arch conservative he stated that the Dental School
in
thumbs
strides
this
on
their
made
monumental
racists who sit
and deny minorities their civil area.
rights. The snickering and raised
The Dental School has never
eyebrows at the mention of
consciously
employed any disdentistry and minority recruitment
admission
policy or
criminatory
in the same breath seems to porfar
back as
procedure
and
has
as
tray to most people on this campus
it must
realized
that
2
years
ago
a picture of gross negligence. In
but
more
than
not
discriminate
do
reality, to the informed, the
seek out applicants. In the fall of
to
the
truth.
reverse is closer
1967 the Ad Hoc Admissions ComThe Dental School has put more
mittee
was established to devise
effort into and done more for
of evaluating disadvanmethods
any
than
recruitment
minority

taged students to determine valid
other school on this campus. This
criteria for successful enrollment
due
is
somewhat
loaded
statement
completion of dental school.
and
to the fact that the Dental School
studies from Howard
example
For
than
a
to
go
has had
lot further

show that of all the sections on the
National ADA Test only reading

and spatial relations were valid in predicting
whether a student could successfully complete 4 years of dental
school and become a good dentist.
Physics, Chemistry and other high
powered academic courses meant
very little, and now our Admissions Committee is placing alternate emphasis on other standards in order to give the minority
student a better chance in comcomprehension

peting for entrance.

The Dental School's Ad Hoc Admissions Committee has met with
the EOP directors at Berkeley and
San Mateo; with counselors at Poly
High; with professional and student
representatives of minority
groups; with the CMR (recently
organized by medical students);
and with the recently formed Black
Caucus. Dental students have
largely accepted the principle of
minority recruitment by vol-

unteering for tutoring programs. an emergency basis. To theminorDr. Brody is working with stu- ity student dentistry is not a very
dents on college recruitment to glamorous field. When Mr. Wilassist and prepare studentsfor admission tests. Students have been

flown from as far away as Los
Angeles to take prep courses in admission tests. The Faculty Council
has committed itself to the principle that "a strong effort be
devoted to admit a significant number of disadvantaged and culturally
different students to incoming dental

classes."

Despite all our efforts, we still
find it hard to find interested students. Most minority students who
are motivated to seek professional
levels of education lean toward
medicine, theology or law, andvery
few want to face the public as
dentists in, gambling on making a
living in the present climate of
race relations. Few would be willing to practice among their own
people where the dentist is feared
and generally patronized on

Joshua Lederberg, in his statement to the Subcommittee on Poverty in the United States this year

of nu."is
trition, remarking that it
undoubtedly the area of biochemical science which can make the
most immediate contribution to
discussed the

importance

..

in biochemistry, medicine, obstetrics, pediatrics, genetics, nutritional science, endocrinology,
and psychiatry to the Medical Center. Nutrition as it is reflected
in growth, development, disease,
performance, health, and the full
realization of human potential is
the concern of the symposium
speakers.

The important role of nutrition
starts in pregnancy. It is at thisbehuman health."
ginning point in life that a child's
Nutrition specialist, Nancy Wil- I.Q. and physical perfection are inson, at the University of Cal- fluenced not only by heredity but
ifornia San Francisco Medical by nourishment received from the

mother. Researchers have learned
Center, coined the term "dysnutrition" as a more precise that the human brain achieves
description of a condition that 80% of its adult size by a child's
includes all aspects of poor nu- third year, and it is becoming more
trition
its excesses, deficien- evident that protein is a detercies, and its problems of assim- mining factor in its development.
Guest speaker from Mexico, Dr.
ilation and proportions. Dysnutrition as it affects man through Joaquin Cravioto, Professor of
life Is the topic of a three-day Nutrition at Hospital Infantil in
symposium organizedby Mrs. Wil- Mexico City, pioneered studies that
son which will bring professionals show the influence ofdietary prac-

...

UC Doctor Sees Need to Control Aggression
FRANCISCO—"Next to
birth control, aggression control
is probably the most urgent problem facing the world today," says
SAN

physician-educator at the University of California's San Frana

cisco Medical Center.

Dr. Jerold Lowenstein, associ-

ate clinical professor of medicine, quotes philosopher Konrad
Lorenz: "only those animals
which are the most aggressive

have bonds of love and friendship. There is aggression without
love, but no love without aggression."
The physician contends that
aggression has several sources,
such as, "the neurological aggression centW of the brain;" the

chromosomal aspect "where an
extra 'V' chromosome causes some
men to become violent criminals;"
and the sexual aspect, because
"male sex hormones are known

to produce aggression."
Given all these chemical factors, it would seem possible to
develop an anti-aggression pill
in much the same way we pro-

duced the birth control pill," says
Dr. I.owenstein. He concludes
that even the fervent slogan
"make love, not war" doesn't appear to work, even for the hippies.
"We do not, at present, have a
choice between love and aggression. They go together like hippies
and long hair—you can't have
one without the other."

Jerold R. Sorensen
Pres. Sr. Dental Class

BOOK

Nutrition
Children are the immediate victims of dysnutrition but ultimately
it is society as a whole that is the
real loser. Nobel laureate, Dr.

liams offered money and various
programs to minority students they
did not ask to sign the dotted line
but asked how they could become
financial aid officers. None of
these negative reasons I feel can
be directly attributable to dentists
or dentistry at large. So you see,
these are some reasons why the
Medical School with far less effort can come up with more enrolled students, and then point a
smug, accusing finger at the Dental
School. My only reason for writing
this letter is to get the students
to think as analytically on this
problem as they do in their academic work and make judgments
based on facts rather than vague
whisperings in the dark and, in
sum, use a sense of fair play when
dealing with their fellow students.

tices and disease on growth retardation, infant mortality, and
sensory development. His observations and those of others participating in the U.C. symposium
point up serious considerations for
anyone concerned with helping the
underprivileged, whether they be
in local ghettos or under-developed
countries. It is not just food that
is needed but the right kind offood.
Prevention of birth defects, good
health for the pregnant woman,
healthy young people, and an adult
population whose well-being is reflected in their productivity
all influence the society in which
we live. It is the importance of
nutrition at all ages to human health
which brings together at U.C. this
group of experts that includes Drs.
Jean Mayer and Stanley N. Gershoff, Professors of Nutrition at
the Harvard School of Public
Health; Dr. John M.Cleghorn, Professor of Psychiatry, McMasters
University lii'-Ontario, Canada;
Stanley M. Levenson, Professor of
Surgery, Albert Einstein College
of Medicine, New York; Dr. Joshua Lederberg, Professor of Genetics, Stanford University School
of Medicine; and Dr. C. Frank
Consolazio, Chief, Bioenergetics
Division, U.S. Army Medical Research and NutritionLaboratory at
Fitzsimmons General Hospital,

FAIR

The program on dysnutrition at
the Medical Center is presented
by Continuing Education in Health
Sciences, University of California
San Francisco, with* partial
financial assistance from theGerber Products Company, Miles Laboratories, Inc., and the Vitamin
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arts & entertainment
Blues From 6-Strings To 12-Strings

Alan Boyne

a heavy thump on one base string
balanced by tuneful work on the
upper strings. Arhoolie has put out
4 albums of his playing the first
two contain almost all the songs
that Garwood details.
Perhaps the best current 6string blues can be heard from
Dave Van Ronk on several labels.
Tom Rush's Prestige album is a
fine example of white city blues,
which is good and to hell with the
purists. John Hammond has devoted several albums to country
blues, though I haven't heard him.
Koerner, Ray and Glover playing
7, 12 string and mouth harp have
also recorded extensively in this
style, and are excellent.
If you have decided that blues
per se is going to be your bag,
rather than exploring the style of a
particular artist, then I would
recommend the offerings of Stefan
Grossman. The best teaching value
around is his Electra recording
"How to play Blues Guitar". Un-

One of the nicer facets of living
in the sixth decade of thetwentieth
century is that commercialization
has brought Folk guitar to the attention of a very wide audience,
and has simultaneously provided
enthusiasts with the raw material
for learning. No longer must the
novice build his own instrument
and find a living teacher: a book
of tablature and a plastic diskprovide all that is necessary forafew
chords to grow into any or all of
a beautiful variety of picking
styles. Furthermore, thanks to
long dead sound engineers, there
is a treasure chest of recordings
of the early folk musicians who
blazed trails to create unique
styles. In the 1920*sand 30's, there
was less travelling going on with
the result that particular areas of
the country also developed their
own general style which was as
identifiable as a spoken accent.
Thus we have the Memphis soundof
Furry Lewis and Rev. Robert Wilkins; the individualistic style of
Mississippi John Hurt, the Texas

-

like Jerry Silverman's

sharecropper Mance Lipscomb and
Atlanta style based on 12-

the?

'

-string guitar rhythms.
The unfortunately, regional differences have largely disappeared is available from Marina Music on
with easier travelling and faster Union St. The owner, Stuart Goldcommunication. An important ele- berg has had a wide necked string
ment in the richness of the blues guitar made by the expert craftsis thus only available on the old men in Japan, and for about $300.
records. The current generation of you can get one of them. Goldberg
black musicians seems intent on carries everything imaginable for
exploring the ear splitting swamps folk guitarists, and despite a hard
sell attitude, is probably the best
of electrified sounds. Besides being rough on the neighbours, the dealer in the Bay area. (He has
price and size of the equipment recently published a book of right
takes it out of the range of most hand strums, which leaves Jerry
amateurs interest.
Silverman's works out inleftfield.
Supposing you had learnt to play The Complete Book of Right Hand
chords on a 6-string nylon guitar, Strums.)
Another solution to the Fat finwhat options are their for further
ger problem is to buy a 12-string
development? First of all, consider the instrument itself. If you and restring it. 12-string guitars
are a classical or Flamenco en- have 6 pairs of strings and have
thusiast, then you have what you wide necks to compensate. Howneed, though for those styles you ever, the compensation turns out
will still need a real live teach- to be pretty exact, so if you are
er. Again, if you intend to stick buzzing uncontrollably on a 6, a 12
will be just as bad, if not twice
to traditional folk song and arthena6gut
A 12 string guitar with only
accompaniment,
as.
peggio
6 strings leaves plenty of wide
string (nylon) is fine. If, however, the modern developments of open spaces, and should make the
Bob Dylan, Donovan, Tim Hardin, men with that problem, and lady
Judy Collins etc. appeal to you, wrestlers happy. Perhaps the
then you will r.fced a steel string nicest thing about buying a 12
guitar to come close to replicating string, however, is that one has
them. For playing the blues there the option of whether and where to
is no alternative to steel strings. put the other 6 strings. Thus Jesse
Steel string guitars are built with Fuller plays an 11-string guitar
a stronger and narrower neck than since he leaves the top E string
nylon string guitars. The increased single so that the melody line
tension of the strings to be placed sounds more sharply than it does
close together, since they do not when picked as a pair. Big Joe
slip around as easily as the nylon Williams plays a 9-string in which
ones. The theory breaks down if the two bass strings are paired,
you have stubby fingers. In this but the other 5 strings are inthe regular steel string box dividual. The whole shebang is then

case

will have too narrow a neck for
you, and there will always be
chords you can't play without buzzing and rattling on adjacent
strings. One cure for this problem

tuned into an open chord (i.e. with
no fingers pressing the frets a
chord such as D or G can be
sounded). A driving background
rhythm in one particular chord is

of taking a solo folk singers performance and separating the
instrument and the voice to opposite sides of the room sounds
ludicrous. In practice, stereo does
not do this separation very efficiently, but there is definitely
some improvement in realism
which is not present in the mono
mode through two..speakers. Ml
this would be useless except for
the appearance of detailed tablatures of many of his songs in
several "How to-" books recently. His best tunes are detailed
make your own nuts can be ob- In Donald Garwood's "Masters of
tained from Goldberg on Union InstrumentalBlues Guitar" by Oak
St. or Lundberg's.ibv Berkeley. publications.
Elizabeth Cotten is always recYet another possibility is explored by "Spider John Koer- ommended to beginning fingerner" who plays a 7-string. The pickers. She was working for the
guitar is a regular 6 with an extra Pete Seeger family, and began to
string paired to the thirdand prob- play her style for them. Freight
ably tuned an octave higher. The Train was one result. She plays
tuning gear is fitted into an extra left handed, which puts the string
hole drilled into the top of the sequence upside down, but her
right hand technique compensates,
headpiece.
and it all comes out right in the
is
no
need
In general then, there
to be bound to the usual arrange- end. Folkways records has put out
ments, so you may want to con- two volumes of her tunes, the
sider the option of buying a wide second being perhaps the more
necked instrument and making your entertaining "Shake Sugaree" the
own sound with your own string title song is exquisite. In this
combination. With that decision case, information notes by Mike
made or postponed, the next con- Seeger et al. can be obtained
sideration is what learning ma- for one dollar from .Folkways
Records and Service Corp. I should
terial to buy.
Mississippi John Hurt plays a emphasize that you don't need to
very pretty fingerplcklng style play upside down in order to play
which is adaptable to many folk in her style.
Mance Lipscomb is the subject
styles. He was anything but a wailto
of
the other half of the Donald
and
comes
close
ing bluesman,
is a
being the melodic extreme of this Garwood treatise. Lipscomb
against
rebelled
the
guitarist
who
but
left
music. He died recently,
lack of melody in the blues playing
us two excellent albums on Vandeveloped his
guard, both in real stereo, and of his area, and so
style, with
two more on Piedmont. The idea own monotontc base
thereby set up while the fretting
fingers are free to play Intricate
blues licks on the treble strings.
A simpler 9-string arrangement is shown in the photograph.
This is a 12 string from which the
plastic nut was removed with a
soldering iron and replaced with a
homemade carved ivory nut slotted
for nine strings. The tolerance
gained by omitting the 3 extra
treble strings obviates the problem of phat phalanges, while still
providing the booming base notes
of a 12 stringer. Ivory blanks to

-

instruction

records, this one doesn't waste
time with mindless gossip. 16
beautiful blues are played thru,
without singing, so you can hear
every note. A large booklet comes
with the record and details the
tablature for all the selections
in an easy to comprehend fashion.
Words and refs. to source material are included. Grossman also
has a book entitled "The Country
Blues Guitar" published by Oak,
available at $3.95. To get the most
out of this, you will need to make
several record purchases of the
original artists. Interestingly
enough, the tune done by the Rolling Stones as "Poor Boy" is included in it's original style by
Rev. Robert Wilkins.
Getting to the 12-string, we are
in another realm. The richness of
the tones available from a 12
make complex work on a 6 unnecessary and in fact, largely defeated by the multiplicity of wires.
Leadbelly was famous for his playing because he emphasized what a
12 can do best, which is to boom
out the base underpinnings of negro
folk songs and blues. Here again,
plenty of recorded material and an
instruction manual by Pete Seeger

and Julius Lester. I recently came
across an album by Julius Lester
doing modern blues on a 12 string.
He is black, and there is no denying that his feeling for the songs
is uniquely different from that of a
white singer. His 13 mm. version
of Stagolee is steeped in negro
culture (that's right rednecks) and
is beautiful. On Vanguard "Julius

Lester".

Folkways has an album of Fred
Gerlach playing Leadbelly songs
on a 12-string. His playing is very
good, but his voice is so homely
it's embarrassing. Round about the
third time thru, with embarrassment gone, it's interesting to listen
to the development of his phrasing
(To page 13)
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605 IRVING STREET at 7th Aye

Sam Morris

FIFTH AVENUE

FOOD MART
LQ 6-7442
400 IRVING ST.
Quick Service For Busy People

Re-action
by D. G. Warnock
Georges Feydeau's "A Flea in
Her Ear" was an excellent choice
for opening the third season in

627 IRVING ST.
at 7th Aye.

I

San Francisco of the American
Conservatory Theatre. Fastpaced, witty comedies have proven
very successful in the past with
the local audience, and a "Flea"
is sure to be as popular as was
"Tartuffe" during the two previous seasons. ACT will be trying
some very interesting, new plays
during this season, but they chose
to open with asurecrowd-pleaser,
a French bedroom comedy. This
season will be the turning-point
for ACT as a commercially successful venture in the Bay Area,
and its success will depend on the
wide base of appeal it generates
in the community. The Actor's
Workshop left San Francisco after 14 years because of internal
problems as well as lack of financial stability. ACT has to bring
in the audiences if it is to avoid
the latter disaster, for although
it receives sizable gifts from private and public sources, it did
derive 1.2 million dollars from
box office receipts last season.

PHONE 731-8270

/

Janoawj

ACT presents the most varied
and extensive professional theatre
in the United States as well as
conducting professional training
programs, and at this point certainly deserves wide-spread support. There are several inducements to get you to come to the
theater; season subscriptions at
25% savings and European charter
flight opportunities for members,
simultaneous and continuous performances in two theatres of 26
different productions this season,
student "Rush" tickets available
at reduced rate just before performances, and special grouprates
for "Theatre Parties".
However, just what does it take
to generate support in the local
community? Many people will goto
the theatre to be entertained by
an evening of laughter and gaiety,
and for these "A Flea inHer Ear"
is unhesitantly and enthusiastically
recommended. It is a classic
French bedroom farce with all of
the double-entendres that are so
implied, it is furiously paced with
intricately involved comings and
goings as a wife investigates her
husband's faithfulness. Michael O'
Sullivan steals the show asayoung

aristocrat who cannot speak
clearly without a silver palate provided by Harry Frazier as the

redolent Dr. Finache. Herman
Poppe played Don Carlos, the Spaniard who nearly destroys the Pretty
Pussy Inn looking for his wife
Serrita, played by the delightful
Ann Weldon. Barry MacGregor
plays a precise; cuckolded butler,
and George Ede appears as Rugby, the mad Englishman.
Some people feel that the theatre
should be relevant to today's problematic world, and comment upon
Man's condition and institutions.
For these people, "Flea" will only
be a trifle because it is banal,
artificial and irrelevant. From
this point of view, Gower Champion's efforts as director become
markedly apparent because he has
salvaged this play from utter boredom by his brilliant, stylized staging in which each movement is
choreographed, and by a whole
wealth of slap-stick and sight-gags
that are employed. The play succeeds as entertainment because
of the efforts of Champion and the
cast (and in spite of Feydeau),
and the audience was delighted.

Act's Third San Francisco Season To Feature 13 Major New Productions
change system used in past seasons has been abandoned in favor
The American Conservatory of a new policy enabling subscribTheatre will present a 40-week ers to have the same reserved
1968-69 season highlighted by 13 seat for all performances on their
season tickets. Subscribers will
new productions and a completely revised subscription policy. attend approximately one performACTs third San Francisco sea- ance each month on the same night
son of double-theatre repertory of the week throughout the season.
George Feydeau's classic
will include two world premieres
and six Northern California pre- French farce, "A Flea in Her
mieres. Three European charter Ear," opened the new season Dec.
17 at the Geary Theatre following
flights are being offered to season subscribers, and reduced price a week of preview performances.
"Rush" tickets are again avail- Gower Champion, award-winning
able to students before individual Broadway director of "Hello, Dolperformances.
lyl", "Bye, Bye Birdie," "CarSubscribers to ACTs new sea- nival" and "I Dol I Dol", staged
son may choosefromfour different the fast-paced comedy about rosubscription programs, all pro- mantic goings-on at a notorious
viding guaranteed preferential resort hotel. A gala holiday week
reserved seating. The coupon ex- offered a trio of ACT premiered
By D.G. Warnock
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on three successive evenings.
"The Devil's Disciple," George
Bernard Shaw's famous comedy
about the American revolution,
opened the holiday series Dec. 31
at the Geary Theatre with Edward Hastings directing. Jan. 1
saw the opening of "Little Murders" by writer-cartoonist Jules
Feiffer at the Marines' Memorial
Theatre. The black comedy about
the savagery of modern American
city life is directed by Nagle Jackson whose productions of "In White
America" and "Caught in the
ACT" were hits of ACTs 1967-68 season. "Staircase," Charles
Dyer's drama about the homosexual life, opened on the following
evening at the Marines' Memorial
Theatre in a production directed
(To page 14)
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Record Reviews
by Hugh Ribeiro

II

SPECIAL"
ONE Bxlo and FOUR WALLET PHOTOS
IN COLOR
$29.50

DONOVAN IN CONCERT
DONOVAN
EP ic BN 26386
Performance: A
This disc is a milestone for Donovan as it clearly reveals that he is an extremely gifted balladeer.
Poetic sensitivity is quite apparent in such offerings as "Widow with Shawl", "Young Girl Blues" and
"The Lullaby of Spring". In additiSn, Donovan conveys to his listener a unique gentleness which truly
reflects the true nature of this very fine performer. I highly recommend this recording as a must.
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A & M SP 4147
SOFTLY
THE SANDPIPERS
Performance: A
This latest offering by the Sandpipers is excellent in every respect. The title song "Softly" and
"Quando M'lnnamoro" are only two of the manybeautiful songs performed on this disc. The melodious
singing is accompanied by very effective yet delicate strings which enhances the simple beauty of this

WISHING WELL

recording.

GRASS
Capitol 5T2936
Performance: A
and over again. "Grass" is an exJackie Cain and Roy Krai are two names you will be hearing over
ceptional album and reveals two extremely talented singers in American Popular Music. Jackie surpasses every expectation with her offering of "A Most Peculiar Man." Jackie and Roy's interpretation
of "Lady Madonna" is a symphony of beautiful sound, blending their voices like harps. No record
collection should be without this excellent disc.

JACKIE & ROY

SE 1-6433

603lrving

You've tried them all,

WEST MEETS EAST, ALBUM 2
YEHUDI MENUHIN & RAVI SHANKAR
Angel 36026
Performance: A
a
which creates such rich and
produce
recording
their
talents
to
two
virtuoso's
combine
Once again
varied sounds that the listener is captivated and held spellbound until the last melodious sounds emit
from this superb recording. As an added bonus, Menuhin performs Bartok's: Six Duos for Two Violins
(from "44 Duos") with such exceptional beauty and clarity that the listener is aware of the greatness
of this performer.
<

now try

...

• PIZZERIA AND RESTAURANT

•

-

MONTROSE 1-2140
CITY WIDE DELIVERY

HOT, COLD, AND CUSTARD
PETER & GORDON
Capitol ST 2882
Performance: A
This disc reveals two youngs men who perform as an intricate team. Extremely talented as composers
and performers. Several songs,"Freedom is a Breakfast Food", "You've Had Better Times", "Greener Days" and "Sipping My Wine" exemplify the wit and mirthful melody of Peter and Gordon. Other
offerings on this disc are quite delightful resulting in what I consider to be one of Peter and Gordon's
best to date.

700 IRVING STREET
SAN FRANCISCO. CALIF.

TAPE FROM CALIFORNIA
PHIL OCHS
A & M 5P4148
Performance: B
Although I am a great admirer of Phil Ochs, I found this recording quite disappointing in context.
The title song, "Tape from California" was enjoyable, however, some of his earlier recordings are
much more exciting and more representative of this very fine and spirited artist.

MAHLER

SYMPHONE NO. 6 INAMINOR

THE NEW PHILHARMONIA

SIR JOHN BARBIROLLI,
CONDUCTOR Angel SB 3725
Performance: A
to
Mahler's Symphony No. 6 is an intensely dramatic and complex work which posed many problems
as
an
essay
the
Mahler
Sixth
the interpreter. Sir John BarbirolU has succeeded admirable in presenting
of exceptional richness and broad
in impassioned lyrical polyphony. The overall ensembled sound is
spatial quality. Only Bernstein's (Columbia M3S 776) recording with the New York Philharmonic
surpasses this excellent recording. Either interpretation is a gem in itself.

-

THE MICHAEL DEES AFFAIR
MICHAEL DEES
Capitol ST 2899
Performance: A
There is a good possibility that Michael Dees will become one of todays top singers. His first album
interpretations and
shows great promise and he is a welcomedaddition in the popular music class. His
show the verof
Love"
and
"The
Look
Disguise",
"Cellophane
"Wave",
as
of
such
songs
offerings
satility and good taste of a potentially great young singer.
SYMPHONY NO. 4 ING

MAHLER

THECLEVELANDORCHESTRA

GEORGE SZELL, CONDUCTOR
JUDITH TASKIN, SOPRANO
Columbia MS 6833
Performance: A
in my estimation this version
however,
available,
Fourth
are
now
recordings
new
of
Mahler's
Several
in his continuing integral
predecessors
like
its
is one of the finest to date. Szell's performance
and
violins which is imfirst
second
disposition
left-right
of
of
recording, starts with the advantage
integrated
tempos with exportant in Mahler. The first two movements benefit from sensitively
this disc is that of
on
performance
Raskin's
addition,
Judith
emplary clarity of orchestral texture. In
remarkable quality and beauty.
SWrTCHED-ON BACH
Columbia MS 7194
Performance: A
however, the adventurer in
disappointing,
extremely
may
be
recording
For the purist at heart this
a "synthesizer which is
entire
is
done
on
disc
music will find this disc delightfully refreshing. The
here
borders
on genius. Carlos has
accomplished
Carlos
has
electronically generated music and what
a baroque trumpet or a very
sounds
like
that
of
familiar
and
can
imitate
synthetic
music
humanized
is a breakthrough in electronic
acceptable oboe tone with a soft controlled vibrato. This recording
deciple.
a
devoted
Bach
reveals
Interpretations
of
music and Carlos's

FOLK SINGING • BEER • WINE • CHEESES

L
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ORIGINAL OIL PAINTINGS

from European and American Artists
such as Riche, Corbeau, Jean Moret, Lewis,
Loman, Pierre and many others

Frames at 50% to 75% DISCOUNT
Also

Antiques, Ivorys, Tiffany Type Lamps

BACH-CARLOS

MU Cultural Arts Series
The Arizonia State University Choir, a4O member student choir directed by
Mr. David Scoular. 12 noon M.U. Lounge
Drama Dept., U.C.
Thurs., Feb. 13, 1969 "Shakespear's Second Bananas" -Mr. Erick Christmas,
San Diego 12 Noon, M.U. Lounge
Mr. Mark Linenthal, San Francisco State College Poetry
Thurs., Feb. 20, 1969: Poetry Reading
Center. 12 Noon M.U. Lounge
M.U.Lounge.
Thurs., March 6, 1969 The Committee Workshop -An Improvisational troupe. 12 Noon
Mon., Jan. 27, 1969

- -

-

Please come in and browse
Open Daily from 11 to 5:30 Sunday 12 to 3pm
or by appointment- phone 564-9921

fflf ART

GALLERY

535 Irving Street at 7Hi Avenue

"A little cut of the way, bw» mwcft le« to coy"
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Buffamo Statue Unveiled

M

Sculptor Benny Bufano was at the unveiling ceremonies of his statue, "Bear and Cubs," heldat the
Millberry Union on December 16, 1969.
This statue is a gift to Medical Center students

BELL'S JEWELERS
Specialty

-

-

-

WATCH. CLOCK and JEWELRY REPAIR
DIAMONDS WATCHES JEWELRY GIFTS

839 IRVING STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

Phone: 661-IDBD

from Dr. and Mrs. Meyer Schildler and Bufano
to commemorate the University of California's
Centennial Year and the tenth anniversary of Millberry Union. The two-ton statue is madeof crushed

TRY

black granite.

Dr. Schildler, who received his M.D. from the
U.C. Medical Center in 1938, is Clinical Professor
and Vice-Chair man of the Department of Otolaryngology here. Mrs. Schildler is a U.C. Berkeley
alumna.

BURGER BOY

-

for

-

-

Burgers Shakes Frys Chili
Hot Dog Steak Sandwich

-

HOWARD
JOHNSON
Dr. Schildler, Benny Bufano, Mrs. Schildler.

;

1309 9 th

Arts and Lectures Calendar

LECTURE

Aye.

PH. 564-4723

:

SERIES

CALIFORNIA HIGHER EDUCATION: PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS
January 15:

"Systems Analysis: An Approach to Agitation, Violence,

and Education" by Dr. Berkeley Dreissel, Director,
Summer School, Stanford University.
January 22: "You Can Run: Some Comments on the Black Student
Movement" by Mr. Herman Blake, Sociologist, University of California at Santa Cruz.
January 29: "The Contemporary Student's Educational Demands:
One Answer" by Dr. Larry A. Jackson, Provost,
Callison College, University of the Pacific, Stockton
February 5: "Education for Freedom" by Dr. Mervyn L. Cadwallader, Director, Tutorials Program, San Jose State

ALL EMPLOYEES OF

College

February 19: "A Case Study in Institutional Change: Stanford and
Minority Group Students" by Dr. Robert M. Rosenzweig,
Associate Provost, Stanford University.
February 26: "The College Community Concept" by Mr. Robert G.
Greenway, Director of Academic Planning, University

U.C. MEDICAL CENTER
including non paid teaching staff
ARE ELIGIBLE FOR MEMBERSHIP

of California at Santa Cruz
"Social Science History and Minority Education" by Dr.
Octavio I. Romano V, Assistant Professor of Behavioral Sciences, Department of Public Health, University of California at Berkeley
All lectures in this series will be on Wednesdays at
noon in the Medical Sciences Auditorium.
CULTURAL ARTS SERIES
January 8: The illegitimate Theatre, an improvisational troup
Wed. noon of four legitimate Bay Area High School teachers
Medical Sciences Auditorium
January 24: Spontaneous Sound, a concert by Christopher Tree,
solo on one hundred and thirty Eastern and Western
Fri. noon
March

CALIFORNIA STATE EMPLOYEES'
CREDIT UNION NO. 2

5:

February 4:

instruments
Millberry Union Gym
The University of California at Santa Barbara

Tue. noon

Women's Glee Club

Millberry Union Gym
February 7: The Pro Musica Chamber Players from the University
Fri. noon of California at Santa Cruz playing: Telemann's Quartet
in G Major for flute, oboe, violin, and harpsichord;
Beethoven's Septet in E Flat Major, Opus 20 for violin,
Viola, horn, clarinet, bassoon, cello, and bass, with
Julia Zaustinsky,, violin, Cowell College Associate

Professor of Music and Director of the UCSC Chamber
i
Medical Sciences Auditorium
Febmiary 21:The Crown College Trio playing a Brahms program:
Sonata in F Minor, Opus 120 no. 1 for clarinet and
Fri. noon
piano; Sonata in F Major for cello and piano; Trio in
A Minor, Opus 114 for clarinet, cello, and piano,
with Rosario Mazzeo, William Van den Burg, and
William Jones, faculty members, Music Department,
Medical Sciences Auditorium.

DO ALL YOUR CONSUMER FINANCING WITH CREDIT UNION LOANS.

COMPARE THE RATES
AS MUCH AS 60% LESS THAN MOST LOAN COMPANIES
1 % per month

vt

2/2% par month

AS MUCH AS 33Va% LESS THAN MOST REVOLVING CREDIT PLANS
1% par month

vt

P/a% par month

AS MUCH AS 25% LESS THAN MOST BANK PERSONAL LOANS
$6

50 par $100.00 par year vt $8.00 par $100.00 par yaor

LOAN PROTECTION INSURANCE AT NO EXTRA COST

|

LOANS MADE FOR ANY WORTHY PURPOSE
ASK ABOUT THE NEW AUTOMOBILE PURCHASE PLAN

I

i

Fleet prices for credit union menbers.
FINANCE THE CAR AT $4.75 per $100.00 per YEAR,
Life insurance at no additional cost.

CALL OR WRITE
CALIFORNIA STATE EMPLOYEES' CREDIT UNION NO 2

333 GOLDEN GATE AVENUE SAN. FRANCISCO, CALIF. 94102
J
MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION
; ..PHONE 861-1930 LOAN INFORMATION

|

J
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The Dimensions of Indian Thought
oteer, senses to the five restless
horses and mind as the reins concertain
how trolling those horses ready to drag
No one knows for
abyss.
old is Indian thought. Naturally the chariot down into an
very
course,
are
senses,
The
of
this will take us to the controverhuman existence but
necessary
for
of
the
date
the
Vesy regarding
been trained to
das
the first authentic record a mind that has
the
of life alone
understand
values
evidence
of Indian thought. Enbugh
them
in
right
can
the
direcguide
has been gathered by various
take
few
seem
to
this
Very
tion.
are
scholars in the field that they
probably six thousand years old. advice seriously and naturally pay
It is but natural to expect that a heavy price by way of suffering
enough time was available for the which is avoidable. Evil emotions
like anger, hatred, jealousy and
growth and development of a thinkpride
are to be rooted out from
crystallisaing mind resulting in
to
tion of thought. In India, thinking one's thinking allowing love
it
Only
thrive.
then
will
and
grow
was
a
pleasant
and contemplation
pastime for the prince as well be possible to realize peace and
to be
as the peasant, especially in those happiness and this seems
solution to the troubled
only
the
foreign
days
prior
to
glorious
present time.
invasions. The bountiful nature world of the
noblest thought that
One
of
the
mountains,
capped
its
snow
with
has emerged out of this noble
flowing rivers and ever green forthinking is the decests lent a joyous stimulus to the and creative
laration by 'the anonymus vedic
flowering of the intellect, sharpenbhavat eka
ing intelligence, understanding and sage "Yatra viswam
discrimination. The Vedas, the nidam." He hopefully imagined
Upanishads, the mythology and the that this universe is a great nest
all colors, creeds
history is full of noble characters, and the people of
the featherlings
just
and
faiths
are
too many to be mentioned, at all
together
huddled
under
the proboth
sexes
social strata and of
representing the finest flowers tective wing of the ever kind Dinourof civilization, ancient and mod- vine Mother —protector and
isher of all. This was propounded
ern.
Since long it has been recog- thousands of years ago but somenized that man is an ambiguous how it has escaped the attention
modanimal rising to noble heights of man, or may be that the
burning
his
enveloped
ern
man
In
of
desometimes and yet capable
selfishness cannot see the truth
scending to beastly brutality, deof
this. In God's great garden
pending on the type of thinking the
mind does at that moment. This there grow flowers of different
jasmine, the
has been so in the past, and in colors, the white
red rose, the yellow champaka and
tendenyears
fifty
last
this
these
cy for the degradation of thinking black tulip and the garden is all
has been observed in all nations. the more beautiful for that, but
Hence, it is interesting to note it is the ignorance and foolish
that the age old prayer offered in arrogance that produces barriers
the depth of meditation asks from and builds up unscalablewalls. Tothe Supreme Creator only one day's world is "the world that is
thing
guidance of understand- broken up into fragments by naring. The famous "Gayathri" is row domestic walls" —exact antiwell known even to a casual stu- thesis of that noble, sublime, stimdent of Hindu philosophy. It runs ulating, transcendental thought,
as follows: "I meditate upon the "Yatra viswam bhavat eka nidam."
These narrow domestic walls
supremely adorable Glory of the
He
guide my that have broken and are still
Divine Being, may
understanding." Over thousands breaking the world into fragments
of years this prayer has been can sometimes make the whole
handed down from father to son, world a prison house, and we have
from preceptor to disciple; the seen this happening twice in the
prayer which does not ask for earlier part of this century. The
any material gain nor crave for four horsemen of Apocalypse did
liberation. The prayer simply asks real riding along the length and
for the proper functioning of the breadth of this beautiful planet
thinking apparatus and to develop leaving sorrow, pain and misery
a mind capable of comprehending in its trail. Years later, when
and understanding the center of the physical wound had healed,
the harmony of life. Properly func- we still find moral and spiritual
tioning, well developed healthy wounds gaping and bleeding. Can
and beautiful thoughts is the first anyone deny that all this was born
out of an evil mind and infected
step before one could become creBy Dr. M.P. Pai

—

—

in life. Sumum bonum of all
human existence is to be creative;
a mind that is not creative could
only be destructive and on a larger scale can throw the world Into
a holocaust. The famous Bhagavadgita repeatedly harps on this,
the cultivation and development
of a healthy mind. "Vyavasayatha culmika Buddhi," that is
tivated mind, alone is capable of
taking firm decisions and clear
thinking, hence Arjuna is advised
to cultivate his mind like a farmer tilling his fields, allowing only
good plants to grow.
I wish to begin with the "Kathopanishad" where the body is compared to a chariot, soul the chariative

—

the whole nation which dragged
the world into a holocaust? Everyone knows this and when majority
of the innocent people could not
do anything to prevent this, those
who could do something to set
things right did not act In time
which indeed is sadl In this context it is worth recalling thepeace
hymn from Atharva Veda: "These
our five senses and the sixth
which are made acthe mind
tive in us by the Supreme Being,
are potent in creating tearfulness.
May they work for our peace.
With the peace that pervades the
earth, the air, and the starlit
heavens and is to be found in
water, plants and herbs, with the

—

—

peace of all the gods in the universe and of the divinity within
us, let us tranquilise things fierce,
cruel, and evil into all that is
serene and good. "Indeed war
or peace has its roots in the
mind of man I (Rabindranath Ta-

gore).

Two thousand five hundred years
ago the Buddha realized the mischevious propensities of the mind

this malady and severely admonreality in all that lives, he loves
ishes him and makes him see and moves ahead on the path to
reason. The psychic integration of attain that state. He is the satisArjuna's personality by the dyna- fied soul well versed in knowlmic and stimulating advice given edge, temporal and spiritual enby Sri Krishna runs into eighteen
(To page 15)
chapters of this song celestial,

well known as "Gita." Students

looking

of psychology will do well in making an intense study of this treatise and I am certain they will
and devoted himself to find a way know what a mighty intellect the
out. He realized that the root of all author must have had.
Arjuna is asked to attain the
trouble and sorrow is insatiable

and evil desire which he- called

"Trishna."

His contribution to the
realm of psychology and philosophy is too well known to be recounted here. His simple yet sublime teaching compressed into just
four lines is worthy of notice
"desist from evil, spread good,
stop to think and purify mind
(literally, wash the dirt off the
this is all the
mind repeatedly)
Buddha commends." These lines
are so simple and near the truth
that one is apt to overlook them
in casually going through his teach-

—

—

ings.

It is no wonder then, that any
serious examination of the accumulated literature or a glance
at Indian tradition or culture will
show one thing standing strikingly prominent, that is the idea of
illumination of the mind. Illumined
mind is creative, healthy, strong
and wise spreading joy and goodness everywhere, on the other
hand an unilluminated mind has
the potentiality for destruction,
spreading evil, misery and sorrow. Someone has compared the
mind to a screw-driver, which Is
an excellent tool in the hands of a
craftsman but an inexperienced
child could damage this tool as
well as the object on which it is
used. So is the mind. In the early
hours of the dawn the vedic student prays, "Lead me from darkness to light, from untruth to the
Truth, from death to immortality."
Facing the rising sun he offers
his most famous prayer, "Ohl
the omniscent ' Pusan' lift the veil
mat hides the Truth, may I clearly see the righteous path that leads
to truth." So much is for the development of the mind, which is
the basis of all higher attain

-

—

a
"Sthitha Prajna"
man of even mind and equanimity,
not allowing the mind to be toss-

state of a

ed up like boat caught up in storm.

Such a person is capable of facing any situation with equanimity
not upset by grief nor does he loose
his balance in the midst of joy.
Sthitha Prajna will have hatred
towards none whatever may be
the attitude for others towards
him, his two chief qualities are
friendliness and compassion towards all that lives. He has perfect control over his senses and
not swayed by emotions. Central
theme of the Gita is dynamic action
action performed for its
own sake not demanding the fruits
thereof. Action of 'Karma' purified by the fire of knowledge,
"Jnana," in itself is liberating
in this very life during one's existence on earth. Liberation leads
the individual to that state, highest, transcendental and sublyne
in all human experience and such
a person is not swayed by the
highest affliction. The Buddha in
the past, and Gandhi in recent
times are two noble examples of
such personalities.
Gita calls upon all human beings
to live up to these standards by
constant contemplation and discrimination. Psychic stabilization
and tranquilisatfon of fierce, cruel
and evil into something serene and
good is the first step and the
Gita assures that it is possible for
every one to ascend to that state,
equipped with knowledge
■Jnana/ possessed with a mind
which has been trained by the
aspirant to see unity in diversity,
seeing himself in others and
others in himself and one ultimate

—

—

..

Donovan L. Jenkins, C.LU

One reason

for integrity

for our reputation
has been an

emphasis on professionalism.
Consequently, we have always
attracted men of quality
men
who understand that there are
times when no is the only
valid answer.

And men whose business it is
to have your interests at heart.
Does that sound like just another
advertising phrase? Well, look
at it this way. Ask any top
professional if there's a healthier
way to build a following.
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ments, particularly, to the aspirant
who is seeking the goal supreme.

Positive virtues like fearlessness and non-attachmenthave been
given the pride of place in Indian
Thought, without which it is not
possible to maintain equanimity in
trying situations. Fear and at-

at an
insurance man
you can say
no to.
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Q
and
seemmighty
men
intellect
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ingly great courage, had a streak
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doyen among men and a match280 So. Van Now San Franciaco
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less warrior, was overcome with
626-2171
pity born out of attachment and
NOW LEASING ALL MODELS
faintheartedness and wishes to
leave the battle field and go into
retirement in a forest hermitage.
Sri Krishna was quick to diagnose
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THE MOUSE'S BOMB

SE 1-1707

it up at Ed's Used Cars about the ignition.
three hours ago."
"Listen to those dual pipes,
"What kind is it?" Joey pushed Joey," Marty said. Joey was
The rest of the gang was already
there when the Mouse pulled into on. "Come on, Mouse. Tell us, listening. He only needed to listen
the Pill. His 'Cuda was a sudden man." Joey was expecting the to your engine and he could figure
sensation as all the people in the Mouse to say a Yolks, or maybe a out how to beat you.
The 'Cuda scratched as the
lot turned their heads when they compact sedan.
." the Mouse said, Mouse pulled into traffic. He was
heard the loud, racing growl ap"Well
a bit surprised.
proaching. The Mouse noticed the pausing to build up suspense,".
"No dragster,huh Mouse?" Joey
attention and it felt good. All the it's a 'Cuda. A '65 'Cuda, Formula
S."
Mouse
was
chuckled.
"Hear that scratch,
grinning
The
over,
he
had
kind
of
way
expected
Marty? I knew you were a winner
someone to bug him on the road, like a Cheshire cat.
"No kidding," Marty said. "A all along, Mouse. Remember all
but he was glad no one did. Racy
cars fascinated him and dragging real Formula S, Mouse, or just those times you rode with me?
was OK to watch, but he couldn't a looker?" The gang was in- Like the time we put the black
GTO down? And remember the
do it himself. It was too vicious. terested.
"Oh, it's for real, Marty," the golden Fury? We really shut 'em
The Mouse cut his headlamps. He
wanted to stab the loud pedal, but Mouse replied. "Whoever owned it down, Mouse." Joey was a winner,
hesitated. No harm, just once, before had it all set up. 'Course, and by now, he probably had the
he thought. A little one. The ex- I'm not going to mess around, but 'Cuda completely analyzed. Joey
haust roared a deep, throaty roar it's got trips, and headers, and probably knew more about it than
and it scared the Mouse a little. mags, too."
the Mouse did.
"No fooling!" Marty shouted,
"I didn't mean to scratch back
Maybe I shouldn't have done that,
he thought. But being the center "Hey Joey, we got a real goer there, Joey. Honest," the Mouse
of attention was a pleasant feeling. on our team. The Mouse is real said. But Joey's praise made him
competition now. We'll take all feel good, even so. He slowed as he
He felt kind of tingly.
eh gang?"
approached a red light.
comers,
a
paris
sort-of
pizza
The Pill
"No lie, Marty I" Joey ex"No excuses necessary, Mouse,
lor that serves beer. No one knows
have
you
aboard,
"Glad
baby.
it
its
Some
claimed.
to
You're natural-born talent,"
exactly how
got
name.
Mouse, baby." Joey and Marty Joey smiled. "And you're one of
rumor that it's because the place
the gang."
is shaped like a giant pill, hence were ecstatic.
"Don't get me wrong, Joey,"
The Mouse felt good. It was
the name; others claim that it's
because the pizzas are no larger the Mouse said, "but I don't intend nice to have friends like Joey and
than pills, and still others claim to race my rod. You know how I Marty.
"Hey Mouse," Marty said, "how
it's because they need pills after feel about those things. I mean
OK
to
but
it's
watch,
is
racing
peeling out from this light?
the
about
eating the pizzas. Personally,
Mouse liked the Pill. The food too brutal for me to do. Besides, Show us your stuff again." Marty
wasn't that bad, and for the price, I don't see what satisfaction you waved him a thumbs-up sign.
"Naw, I don't think. ."
it couldn't be beat. Anyway, the get out out of it."
"Sure, Mouse, sure," Joey
"Sure, Mouse. It's OK. There's
local drag gang hangs out there.
The Mouse found an empty stall laughed. "The Mouse don't hafta no fuzz around," Joey assured
and eased his new rod in. Joey's race his rod if he don't wanta, him. Joey's judgment was good
'57 Ford was parked in the next eh Marty?" Marty shook his head anytime.
"Well, OK," the Mouse said,
stall. The Mouse admired Joey; in agreement. "But, of course,
he had real cool. Joey was strong our gang is always boss," Joey shifting into first. He brought the
and decisive, and always knew continued. "Why with Marty's RPM's to 4800 and popped his
exactly where he was going. No one Bomb and my '57, and now your clutch as soon as the light blinked
got in Joey's way. The Mouse got 'Cuda, hell, we just start our green. The 'Cuda burned a patch
out and carefully closed his door. engines and poofl All the little as they shot off. The Mouse's heart
The car glistened under the bright piggies run home. Marty and Joey was pounding, and he kept glancing
lights of the parking lot. He stepped laughed as they finished their for fuzz in his rear-view mirror,
but there was none. Joey had told
back, admiring the 'Cuda. He had pizzas.
"Come on, Mouse, show us your him so. He was scared, but somehad it now for over three hours
but he still could not believe that rod," Joey said. And they all how, he felt good. It was a funny
it was actually his. The 'Cuda was walked out to the lot.
sense of satisfaction.
full-race and it was the Mouse's
It was a nice clear night. The sun
first car. The gang will be surwasn't quite all the way down and
the edges of the sky glowed a cool
prised, he thought.
Up till now the Mouse had ridden pink. The Mouse could make out the
around with Joey, mostly. Joey was Big Dipper in the new night sky, but
the Mouse's best pal. But the Mouse he couldn't see Taurus, the Bull,
had always wanted his own rod. yet.
By now everyone had noticed
Besides, it was troublesome for
Joey to have to pick him up all the new rod on the scene. The
the time. No more, the Mouse Mouse felt a foot taller, knowing
thought as he strolled into the Pill. that everyone was watching them.
"Hey fellas! It's the Mousel" People had stared at them before
Marty yelled. Marty's car was when he rode with Joey, but that
called the Green Bomb, and it was. was different. It had been Joey's
"What kept you so long?" asked car. Now the sensation was new.

by Alan Sue

..

..

.

"Tuff enough," Marty complimented, waving his thumbs-up sign
again.

"Ya, real cool," Joey added.
"Kinda spooky, though," the
Mouse said. The 'Cuda was a herd
of wild stallions with wheels. The
Mouse spotted a red car pulling up
on his tail. "Joey, look! Fuzz!"
he said on first glance. But it was
no fuzz.
Joey had swung around to see a
• red GT 350 with a couple of guys
from the South Side in it. "Now's
your chance, Mouse," he said.
"It's some of those South Side

bums."
"No, Joey, no! I told you, no
races," the Mouse said. But Joey

wasn't listening any more. The
South Side boys were pulled up
along Joey's side and gunned their
engine. The Mouse cringed.
"Now's your chance," Joey said
again as he stuck his head out the
window.
"No, Joey! I said no I" the Mouse
shouted. But it was no use; Joey
couldn't hear him. Already Joey
was harrassing the South Side
boys. The Mouse saw them shake a
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This car was his.
"Hey Joey!" Marty said. "Look,
The gang had their usual pile
of pizzas and beer in front of them. real Blue Lines and Cragarsl"
The Mouse never ordered. Joey Marty was drooling with envy.
"Cool, real cool," Joey said.
and Marty usually ordered mushroom pizzas. The cards were ob- "But it's the go that counts. How
viously in play already. Trumps, as about it Mouse? Want to give your
usual, the Mouse thought. Joey's old buddies a demonstration ride?"
Joey liked the 'Cuda. Mouse could
favorite game.
"Man, you guys are going to tell.
"Well," the Mouse said, "just
be surprised," the Mouse announced. He was beaming with ex- a short one. And remember, Joey,
citement. "You know how I've been this isn't going to be any drag race.
wanting my own rod, don't you, As far as I'm concerned, this car
is strictly for show." Joey didn't
Joey?"
don't
to answer.
Hey,
up?
so
what's
bother
"Ya,
The Mouse climbed in and
tell me you bought a car ? Really 7"
Joey shoved a beer to the Mouse. buckled up. Joey sat up front with
"Well, it took some doing, but my him and Marty sat in back. Thei
father finally agreed. I just picked car jumped as the Mouse triggered
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Poetry
Galway Bay

CONFUSION
Fatal confusion within time's
illusion,
I cautiously stand and try to
command,
That which I'm made of, but
terrible afraid of,
For life's plight 1 don't
understand.

Three cutters sit before me
Drinking white ale from a milk bottle
Smoking pipes and leaning back

Against a shattered ledge of rock.
Morning winds brush their backs

day.

best
But I find I have nothing to say.

Sharpened stones against the ground,
The seldom sun but lights the sky
As draped in grey and brown and dirt
the three drift off through weeding fields

But thought goes on teasing,
testing my reasoning.
I don't really ask him to stay.
But he lingers on, asking why I
go on,
When I don't know the why or

7-23-68

command,
Why thought questions why with
a grin.
1 live out illusions, shutting out

" cow is

thought's confusion,
Merely wondering just who let

'"

him in.
On days that he leaves me, I find
living quite easy,
I play games, unconsciously so.
I follow a profession and don't

>^c omviev"n

VkTU

stop to question,

The reason that I'm in the show.
But thought always finds me, and

I play.

-Terry Connor

(Cont.)

..

Moment's

walk along the quay
Grey blocked high and dust-swept
Salted weeds a musty grey
Above my green-black dancing
water.

I seek it, yet
Fight to escape it.

Long I looked, a shiver passed,
Hard I felt the pulling tide,
Deep I moved then plunged before
My down, my down and ever fall.

STUDY
Turn the pages,
What knowledge thereupon,

7-22-68

-Michael Conway

To read again and again,

To understand, to master,
To use, to contribute,
So many pages.

-J.F.F.

which is very precise, and apparently chosen with the limitations of his singing well in mind.
A good record to learn to sing by.
The best album of 12-string
music which I have heard is an
R.B.F. album entitled, "The Atlanta Blues" Peg Leg Howell and
Blind Willie McTell, among others,
are heard in recordings of the
19305. The quality of the record-

408 IRVING STREET

7)

why white folk should have taken
the music to heart. The only suggestion I can offer is that the
timing and flattened3rd's and 7th's
of blues guitar communicate
directly with the neurones which

HOURS 7.30 TO 6:00
SA TURDA V 8:00 TO .1:00

681-5926

sooth the savage breast, so listen
some.
Recordings cited.
M. John Hurt Vanguard (1) VRS 922 0
(2) V5D79248
ings is surprisingly good and the Eliz. Cotten, Folkways (1) FG3526
(2) FTIOO3, FTS3IOO3
selections are excellent.
Lipscomb, Arhoolie (1)
about
Mance
or
two
what
the
word
A
FlOOl (2) F1023
Blues is would seem appropriate,
but I have never seen or heard Big Joe Williams, Folkways
F53820
an adequate definition. Leadbelly
said that it grew out of and vo- Stefan Grossman ElectraEKL-324
calizecPthe miseries of the negro Julius Lester, Vanguard V5D79199
slaves, and that no white manever Fred Gerlach, Folkways FG3529
had the blues. That doesn't explain Atlanta Blues RBF 15
to

\—|ourr: 12-4 p.m.

for appt.
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(From page 12)

"No buts, Mouse," Joey said.
fist and roar off.
"All set, Mouse," Joey said, "You can do it, so let's get out
pulling himslef back in. "We meet there and wipe 'em out." Joey
them at the old airport road in had determination and a fighting
ten minutes."
spirit. "Just pop that clutch,
"No, Joey, I can't," the Mouse Mouse," he said, clenching his
said. A lump was forming in his fist.
"You think I can do it, Joey?"
throat.
"You can't let us down," Joey the Mouse said. His heart was
said. "Those were the South Side still fluttering up in his throat.
"Aw sure, Mouse," Joey reboys, Mouse. The SOUTH SIDE
plied. "No doubt." It sounded beboys."
"Joey's right, Mouse." Marty lievable coming from Joey.
The Mouse had taken a wrong
said. "The only way they'll quit
is
beat
bugging you
for you to
turn and when they got there the
them. Notice how they don't bug South Side boys were already waiting. "It's about time," they yelled
Joey and me?"
not
as they fired up the GT 350. Their
it's
the
same.
not
I'm
"But
a racer," the Mouse said. "1 car had a roar too, but the Mouse
can't." He had been in on races wasn't scared anymore.
Joey held his hand upoutsidethe
before, but he had never actually
window. "When I drop the hand,
raced.
"Sure you can, Mouse," Joey you take off. Got it?" Mouse and
said. "You've got natural talent. the other driver nodded. "Watch
And you've ridden with me in more your revs, Mouse," Joey said.
races than Marty. Remember all "OK, get set, readyl Gol"
the tricks I taught you?" Somehow
Both cars lunged forward with
it was different with Joey. He the tires burning a huge trail
understood cars and racing. For of smoke. The South Side boys
the Mouse, terminology and func- were experienced and had the edge
tions were two different stories. on the take-off. The Mouse was a
"But I only learned the tricks for half length behind and had to shift.
fun, Joey. And I'm not so hot." He squeezed the lever.
"Keep your revs high," Marty
The Mouse wanted to go back to the
Pill, or home, or somewhere, but shouted above the roar.
The Mouse made a perfect pownot to the old airport road.
"That's the point," Marty said. er shift and the car lunged forward
"You know all the tricks, so you've with renewed energy. They were
got a jump on them." Marty passing the South Side boys and
sounded pretty good. "Besides, the Mouse felt a warm, pleasant
sensation as he saw the red GT
you're a natural."
"Maybe," the Mouse said. 350 being left behind. He coulc
feel the blood rushing through
"But
."

>

But robber of time

Blues, 6-Strings and 12 (Cont.) | (From page

Speechless I stand, unable to

The Mouse's Bomb

Moment's Walk

-Michael Conway

the way.

quickly intwines me,
Interrupting the game that

SLEEP

SUCCESS?
The winner's not in the race,
He stands alongside, a smile on his face

Standing bent with stooping scyths
Each moves to measured tunes:
All three with drifts of pipe tobacco
Draped in fresh cut grass and wind.

And I try to guess, educatedly at

...

Sleep the universal drug
How I love it, yet
Hate it too.
Kind to body and mind,

And stir the grass below them,
As chattering gulls dot the water
Clouds descend in shadows.

Thought's an intruder, the
kindless confuser,
That questions and asks why the

13

his neck and shoulders right down
the fingers gripping the shift
lever. He was going to be a winner.
"You got it," Marty and Joey
to

screamed. They patted his
shoulder and then shook hands
while the Mouse put the 'Cuda into
fourth. This time it was his win.
He wasn't just along for the ride.
The Mouse glanced back and the
South Side boys were nowhere in
sight. It was a good feeling. "I
did it, Joey, I did itl" he said.
"This calls for a toast," Joey
said. "What do you say, Marty?"
"You betl" Marty said."Atoast
to the new winner in our gang."
The Mouse blushed a little. He
swung right and they were back on
the main boulevard.
"I wouldn't have made it without
you guys," he said. He felt more
relaxed now.
"Heck, Mouse, it was you."
Marty said. "You're the one that
did it." Marty patted the Mouse
on the shoulder again as they
pulled up for a light.

"Ya, I guess so," the Mouse
said. "Me and my bomb. The
Mouse's Bomb. Sounds OK, huh
Joey. The Mouse's Bomb." The
Mouse was grinning from ear to
ear.
"Beautiful, Mouse, beautiful,"
Joey replied.

The Mouse scratched as the

light turned and they headed back
to the Pill. It was dark now and
the Milky Way lit up the sky in
tribute to the Mouse. He could
make out Taurus now.
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1969-70 Master's Opportunity
Fellowship Program

OPPORTUNITIES FOR MEDICAL STUDENTS
AWARDS

THE AMERICAN

/

SOCIETY OF CLINICAL PATHOLOGISTS

THE PROGRAM

year, plus fees and tuition. Of the
18 fellowships available annually,

The Graduate Division of UCLA
has initiated a five-year program
of Master's Opportunity Fellowships which provides support for
graduate study by students primarily of Negro-American and
Mexican-American backgrounds,
and low income students who are

12 will be awarded to Southern
California residents, 6 will be
awarded to studentsfrom outsideof
California. Travel allowance to the
University is provided non-resident students.

The American Society of Clinical Pathologists has established
an annual award for the best medical student paper on any sub-

ject in pathology.

The contest is open to medical students in any year, the papers
are restricted to research and the subject may relate to any field

in pathology.
All entries must be accompanied by a letter of approval from a
member of the medical school department of pathology, clinical
pathology or laboratory medicine.
Deadline Date: March 1, 1969
Additional information is available in S-140.
FELLOWSHIPS

THE SAN FRANCISCO HEART ASSOCIATION
Purpose: An 8-week fellowship to" broaden the students clinical
approach to cardiology.
Eligibility: Any third or fourth year medical student.
Requirements: Students must be interested in clinical cardiology.

Projects must emphasize clinical aspects and not research. Preference will be given to students applying for fellowships outside
of their own medical schools, Superior class standings and re-

commendations are necessary.
Deadline Date: March 15, 1969
Applications and additional information are available in S-140.
JOB OPPORTUNITIES

THE RHODE ISLAND HOSPITAL EXTERNSHIP PROGRAM, 1969
The Rhode Island Hospital provides an externship program which
is designed to present the student with an opportunity to work with
plysicians and members of the housestaff in a carefully controlled
environment in order to provide practical application of the academic principles he has acquired.
Eligibility: Applicant must have completed his second year of
medical school and must present a statement from his Dean as
to his enrollment, academic accomplishments, and personal quali-

fications.

The program will be a minimum of six weeks. While the externship is not a formal part of his curriculum, an evaluation will
be made by the chief of the service and forwarded to the extern's
Dean.
The extern will receive $60 per week. Meals and room are
available at modest cost.
Deadline Date: January 31, 1969.
Applications and additional information are available in S-140.

A.C.T.'s Third Season (Cont.)

presently represented in graduate
schools in numbers well below
their proportion in the total population. Obviously, here is a source

of valuable talent that has been
neglected.

The Master's Opportunity Fellowship Program is supported by
generous grant from the Danforth Foundation and will provide
the means for students who wish
to pursue master's degrees at
UCLA but might not otherwise be
able to do so.
a

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS

1. United States citizenship.
2. Completion of a baccalaureate degree

before the Fall quarter, 1969, with a B average in upper
division studies and courses taken
in the major field.

Graduate Opportunities Fellowship Program

Student Support Section, Graduate Division
University of California
Los Angeles, California 90024
Area Code 213: 825-2818

The Danforth Foundation was created in 1927 by the late Mr. and
Mrs. William H. Danforth of St.
Louis. Its purpose is to strengthen
Applicatin period for the 1969-70 academic year is November 15, education, through its own pro1968, through January 31, 1969. grams and through grants to
Applicants shouldsubmit the fol- schools, colleges, universities and
other educational agencies.
lowing:
1. Application for Admission to
Graduate Status, UCLA. This
should be submitted by January 31.
2. Application for Fellowship
should be submitted by January 31.
3. Two copies of transcripts of
college records. Please arrange to
have these received by Graduate
Admissions by January 31.
4. Three letters of reference.
There is no special form required
"Just a stone's throw
for these letters. Please request
from campus."
that these reference letters be
received by UCLA Graduate Division no later than January 31.APPLICATION PROCEDURE

U.C.
MARKET

•

Groceries Liquors
Delivery Service

566-2819 1251 3RD. AYE.

CLEANING

ANNOUNCEMENT OF AWARDS

Evaluation of applications will
3. Admission to graduate status
begin
on February 1, 1969, and
department
apwhich
the
in
by the
notification to awardees will be
plicant plans to study.
made as soon thereafter as possible.
STIPEND
For applications or further inEach fellowship will support two formation, please write or call:
Mrs. Hazel Love
years' of graduate study in the
Coordinator
amount of $2,000 per academic

LAUNDRY

SNOW WHITE
CLEANERS
ALTERATIONS
340 JUDAH

6640550

(From page 8)
by Robert Goldsby. The extraordinary two-character play received critical acclaim in London
and on Broadway last season. Ticket reservations can be made by
calling 673-6440.
ACT General Director William
Ball 'vill direct Anton Chekhov's
comic masterpiece, "The Three
Sisters,'' scheduled for a Feb, 19
opening at the Geary, "The Prom-

ise,"

a new comedy-drama jy Rus-

sia's Aleksei Arbuzov, will make
its San Francisco debut at the
Marines' Memorial Theatre on
Feb. 26. Spanning 17 years in the
lives of three extraordinary Russian characters, "The Promise"
v/ill be directed by Hastings,

Fernando Arrabal's "The Architect and the Emperor of Assyria" will have a March 26 premiere at the Marines' Memorial.

28 with "Gloryl Hallelujah!" directed by Edwin Sherin. Anna Marie Barlow s drama portrays a
Southern family in the Civil War,
contrasting the agony of battle
with the romantic attitudes held by
those who remain at home.
Ball will direct thesecondworld
premiere of the season, "The Pastime of Monsieur Robert," opening June 4 at the Marines' Memorial. Set in the French Revolution
and concerning a man who uses
human beings to bring his bizarre
fantasies to life, the play is by
Howard Sackler, author of "The
Great White Hope," purchased by
Twentieth Century-Fox prior to
its Broadway success this fall.
Brendan Behan's rowdy crosssection of contemporary Irish life,
"The Hostage," will make its ACT
debut July 23 at the Geary directed
by Allen Fletcher. Seattle Repertory Theatre's Artistic Director,
Fletcher has previously staged
such ACT productions as "Death
of a Salesman" and "The Crucible." "Room Service," thefamous satire on American show business by John Murray and Allen
Boretz, is scheduled for a July
30 opening at the Marines' Memorial. Jackson will direct. The

A sensation in its .Paris debut
last year, Arrabal's play features
one of the most electrifying climaxes in theatre history as one
man devours another. It will be
directed by Goldsby.
On April 9, the ACT repertory
turns from present violence to
past frivolity as the Conservatory presents a lavish new production of John Vanbrugh's "The
Relapse" at the Geary. The cele- final production of the season, not
brated Restoration comedy will be yet selected, will open at the Geary
directed by Michael Langham Sept. 3, 1969.
All openings will be preceded by
whose production of "The Prime
of Miss Jean Brodie" is a recent five preview performances, and
all productions will be presented
Broadway success.
in the double-theatre rotating repThe season's first world premiere arrives at the Geary May ertory manner which has brought

nationwide attention to ACT as a
producing organization.
Subscription plans for the new
season permit playgoers to see
from 10 to 13 productions at discounts as high as 50 per cent.
Those not on the Conservatory's
present mailing list may request
season ticket informationsby writing ACT Subscriptions, 450 Geary
Street, San Francisco 94102. Extra
bonuses for ACT subscriptions include exchange privileges up to
*24 hours before a performance,
advance notice of special Conservatory events and participation in
any one of three European Charter Flights or ACT-hosted European Theatre Tours at savings of
60 per cent over regular airfares.
Flight ffl leaves San Francisco
April 26, 1969 and returns from

London on May 27, 1969 for $279.
The second charter flight leaves
July 12 for London and returns
August 16 for $333, and the third
leaves San Francisco for London
on Sept. 14, and returns to San
Francisco on Oct. 12 for $285.
Rush tickets are available 15
minutes before the performance
to students at a cost of $2.00
during the week and $3.00 on Friday and Saturday nights.
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TYPEWRITERS
ADDING MACHINES
BACK TO STUDY OFFER
Truly great value. Come see for yourself.

AVENUE TYPEWRITER CO.
610 IRVING ST., near 7th Aye.

681-6371
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Your Representative at U.C.

\m M

Edward J.

Mitchell.CL.U.

•

*

Paul G. Nystrom

Carl E. Johanson & Associates
Exclusive representatives of insurance plans especially
designed for members of their professional associations.

——

(S.A.M.A. LIFE
Student American Medical Association;
A.Ph.A UFE American Pharmaceutical Association, and
other professional group*.)
Telephone: 755-3770
Minnesota MutualLife Insurance Company
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L.S.D.'s are No Bummers

was produced.
The L.S.D.'s. who did seem a
little doped up at times (maybe
they hit more than the pill) are
At the Examiner All American
anxiously looking forward to next
Games
held at the Cow Palace on
year when they are already pre-

The 1968 Summer Softball Season has seen a miracle occur.
The usually hapless L.S.D.'s who
haven't won a game in the previous two years, have emerged as
the League Champions. Due to
some good trading and additional
bonuses promised by their coach,
Dick Convery, they were able to
field a surprisingly good team.
Backed by such stalwarts from
Central Duplicating as Dick Convery, John Zidek, Dennis Lane,
Mike Corkery, Hank Venturoniand
Joe Deasy, along with able assistance from the Store-house crew,
composed of the "feasome" Gonzales' brothers Paul and Milen,
Sonny Richmond, Harry Buford,
and Stanley Woo, a winning team

dicting victory.
During a recent weekend softball game, the L.S.D.'s proved that
last summer's performance was
no fluke by pasting a team from
Accounting Office, Hospital Ad-

believe.)

UCMC Women's Varsity Basketball
Team Loses Heartbreaker

M.C. women's Varisty lost a very
tight game by the score of 31-29.
Although the WAC's possessed a
tremendous advantage in both
height and experience, the U.C.
M.C. gals played real clutch basketball before losing in the final
2 seconds of the game.
The WAC's, led by high scorers
Mertz (who tanked 17 points) and
Johnson (who got 11 big ones),
jumped away to a halftime lead

As the fall quarter drew to a close, Psi Omefa really got into the
holiday spirit with our annual tree-trimming party. Not even the
threat of finals, only two days away, could dampen the festivities.

The Wives' Club provided a wonderful array of dessers, and there
was "punch" and egg nog for all. Having decorated the tree, the
The new quarter promises many more memorable activities. Upcoming events include Frosh Initiation and the Annual Initiation
Banquet on January 17 and 18; a tour of a nearby dental laboratory;
and our annual skiing safari on February 8 and 9.
-Charles Eliason

defense
was sparked by Kathy Perkins, Ava
Balbutin, Linda Campini, Jan Van
Atta and Jenny Spangler.
The flu took its toll of the U.C.
M.C. gals, as Miss Foppiano was
quite sick, but played anyway.
Given a little more experience
and good health, the U.C.M.C. Women's Varsity is going to play
some mighty fine basketball.

GgAm&U,
DRESSES
& SPORTSWEAR
721 IRVING
Take 'N' Car to Stella's
Between Bth & 9th

RENTALS
FURNISHED-UNFURNISHED
U.C. REALTORS JFg]

For the rest of the game, the
matched each other, basket
for basket, until Mertz of the
WAC's made the final score with
two seconds to go.
The U.C.M.C. scoring was led
by Shirley Yamamoto with 10
points. Penny Reis contributed 7
teams

Indian Thought (Cont.)

Stella*

U.C.M.C.'s outstanding

period.

NO FEE

-

(From page 11)
dowed with perfect self restraint,
he moves about In the world hard
as a rock, humble as a reed and
jovial like a benevolent father.
Friendliness and compassion are
his chief qualities and he moves
freely with everyone, like a dew
drop on the lotus leaf, without
any attachments. The Indian
Thought that has grown over a
period of several years Is infinite
and is like an ocean, I have just.'
touched the fringe of it.
I conclude with an ancient prayer "May the wicked become good,
may the peaceful be releasedfrom
bondage, may the world be prosperous and be without bloody upheavals so that the virtuous may |
live without fear. Let everyone
see what is auspicious, let no one
be sorrowful, may every one overcome his difficulties and have
his normal desires granted, bless
Oh I God, that the people love one
another I

•

John

endeavors.

points.

of 19-8. Late in the third quarter, j
the U.C.M.C. girls closed the gap
to three points and finally tied
the game at 25 apiece in the final

January 4, Dr.

Hutchinson of U.C.M.C. placed
a very strong fifth in the Senior
Mile. Throughout the race. Dr.
Hutchinson ran right up with Itie
leaders and finished 10 seconds
behind the winner, John FitzgeraM.
This performance was all rjbe
more remarkable because Dr.
Hutchinson had had a bad case of
the flu for two weeks prior to Ibe
meet. Were it not for this unfortunate turn of events, the race
would have been very close.
We doff our caps to Dr. Hutchinson and wish him the best ef
luck in his future cross country

ford, Sonny Richmond, Joe Deasy.
Coming up against the Presidio points, Marianne Foppiano 5
Front Row: Dick Convery, John
WAC's
basketball team, the U.C. points, and Cookie Hill scored 4
Zidek, Stan Woo.

Psi O Notes

dancing began.

Saturday,

ministration, and the Chancellor's
Office by the score of 34 to 3.
(Actually, when the score reached
this level, the L.S.D.'s simply
did not bother to count the rest
of their runs, so the game was not
as close as you may be led to

-

Back Row: Mike Carkery, Dennis
Lane, Hank Venturoni, Paul Gonzalez, Milen Gonzalez, Harry Bu-

U. C. M. C.
CROSS COUNTRY
RUNNER-OF-THE-MONTH

ReATORB
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AUTO INSURANCE SHOPPING???
SAVE TIME & MONEY
INSURE BY PHONE-COMPETITIVE
LOW COST PLANS QUALITY COMPANIES

-

Travelers, Hartford, Kemper, etc.
phone

434-0550

U.C. REP.
A.J. CATALLI

AGENCY INSURANCE MART

17DRUMMST..S.F.

FREE DELIVERY

SEabright 1-2038

PROGRESS HOMEWARE
HARDWARE • TOYS • PABCO PAINT
PLUMBING SUPPUES

NORMAN SOMBERG

II

• GIASS

724 IRVING STREET
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Noon, December 2, 1968
t

On November 18, theBlack CaucusBlack Student Union presented their
list of Demands. Today, a group of
people congregated outside the Chancellor's Office to await a reply.
At twenty minutes past twelve a

symbolic procession crossed Parnassus
Avenue to the Millberry Union Plaza.
The small casket borne by four pallbearers symbolized the black children
who have died and are dying because
ofinadequate medical care.
A group of 150-200 people was addressed by several BCIBSU speakers.

Wendall Adams stated that Chancellor Felming had asked until Thursday. December 5. to reply. The Demands had not been met and no definitive answer was available. The
Chancellor's actions constituted an
"Act of Bad Faith" which "We will
notforget"
Phil McCreary stated that the delay

was a political tactic, designed to cause
a conflict between the actions of the

BCIBSU and the rigors offinals week.

Dave Wren concluded: "Push or Be
a damn or be damned.
We won't stop until our demands are
met."

Pushed: Give

Delta Sigma Delta Xmas Party

5.

LEON ROSS O,i,,in„ls

HIM
by Andy Nagy
A Christmas party was held Saturday the 14th of December for a
large group of underprivileged
children. Hosts were the combined Junior Dental Alliance and
the Zeta chapter of Delia Sigma
Delta. The party was held at the
Delt House with 22 delts, wives
and dates attending. Don Watters
organized and supervised the
festivities.
Preceding the children's evening
event was the annual Delt family
tree trimming and general merrymaking which started at 1:00 pm,
progressed with preparations for
the evening and concluded with a
buffet dinner and eggnog. With a
background of Christmas carols
and the warmth of a fire the tree
was trimmed, stockings were
stuffed and games and toys prepared for the children. At 5:30
the children were brought by car
and what anarrivall
to the house

-

Bulging cars burst open like
ripened seed pods. Wave after wave
hit the front door as the cars
arrived. From inside the house
you might have thought that we
were being raided. (Forty-three
children in all, participated. The
group was about evenly dividedbetween boys and girls ranging in
age from 6 to 12). Relative calm
was restored after the children
had been seated around the dinner a Hoi Hoi Hoi deposited himself
table, grace was said and a full and his goodies bag in the T.V.
room where he was inundated by
groups of the children who managed
controlled escapes from the dining area. After distributing all of
his goodies and a lot of Hoi Hoi
Hols on his way, Santa stepped out
a window and promptly disappeared
it was a third floor window.
Game time, with prizes for the
winners of a "pin die star on the
tree" contest was followed by
course chicken dinner was served. a singing battle between the boys
which everybody
Dinner was followed by a creative and the girls
session aimed at producing Santa won.
That wound up the evening (and
Claus figures out of sixteen-inch
red ballons, cotton, glue, construc- my nerves). The children were retion paper and marking pens. Ihe turned by car to their point of
maelstrom of glue, cotton andbal- origin and then all drivers reloons that took place actually re- turned to help in the cleanup and
sulted in some very fine looking to rehash the days activities over
Santas and covered some chil- a hot cup of coffee.
All in all It was a remarkable
dren in a veneer of glue.
Santa (Don Kavanagh) appeared day; rewarding and educationalfor
during these activities and with all who participated.
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BRIDAL AND BRIDESMAIDS'DRESSES
Dresses
ladies' Coats Suits
AT POPULAR PRICES
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Free Alferalions
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841 IRVING ST..

SAN FRANCISCO.
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CALIF. 94122

STADIUM GARAGE
522 Frederick Street
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San Francisco 17

Phone 681-4158

Complete Automotive Repairs & Service
all MAKES ft MODELS

AAA. ROAD SERVICE • TOWING

Portal Tjuurd fUwiM, Inc.
NOW A new Branch Office to serve you

Suite 207, 350 Parnassus
Phone 564-8197
Airline
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Hotel
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